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The Staff Cox Left Behind

When White House staffers came up with yet another botched tape last week, they faced the attack o

a brash and bright lawyer named Richard Ben-Veniste, who, at the age of 30, is the main courtroom

performer for the staff of the Special Prosecutor for Watergate. After hearing that the tape was

indecipherable, Ben-Veniste urged Judge John J. Siriea to take custody of all the presidential tapes i~

question to ensure their "integrity" -- a request that the judge promptly granted.

It is Ben-Veniste and not the new Special Prosecutor, Leon Jaworski, who has been handling the

courtroom duels with the White House lawyers over Watergate. During his three weeks on the job,

Jaworski has been content to give plenty of leeway to the staff of 80 people, including 38 lawyers,

that he inherited from Archibald Cox. In fact, the staff has become an important force on its own in

the struggle to get to the bottom of Watergate. Several key members are determined to quit if

Jaworski does not continue to press ahead with the investigation.

Along with their new power, the Watergate staffers have been emerging from their largely

anonymous role under Cox to become public figures in Washington. For days, Ben-Veniste and thre~

other lawyers, including Jill Wine Volner, 30, impressed spectators and attorneys with the expert wa

in which they questioned White House witnesses about the presidential tapes. Indeed, Ben-Veniste

gave the impression that he had memorized almost every known fact about the complex Watergate

case.

The chief of staff under Cox and now Jaworski is sandy-haired, soft-spoken Deputy Special

Prosecutor Henry S. ("Hank") Ruth Jr., 42. A product of Yale and the University of Pennsylvania LaY
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School, he has had more than a dozen years of experience in law enforcement. Among his previous

jobs, he served as an investigator of organized crime for Robert F. Kennedy’s Justice Department,

headed the Nixon Administration’s National Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice, an~

directed New York Mayor John Lindsay’s Criminal Justice Coordinating Council.

In his low-keyed manner, Ruth held the staff together after the Saturday Night Massacre. That very

evening, in fact, he called a staff meeting and reminded the embittered lawyers that by walking out

they could well waste six months of intensive investigation into Watergate and other matters. Ruth

said he assumed everyone would be showing up for work as usual. There was a hushed moment.

"Those who won’t be here, raise your hands," said Ruth. Not a single hand went up.

The Watergate staffers now often put in 14-hour days, leaving themselves little time for socializing,

other than dinner together after working late or lunch on submarine sandwiches in one of the offices

located at 1425 K Street. Only two members are over 40; several are in their 2os. About 15 of them

were just finishing a year of clerking for a judge when they were recruited. Many of the others have

served as state or federal prosecutors.

Most of the senior staff members are from the East, and their annual salaries range from $23,000 to

$36,000 (like Cox, Jaworski earns $38,000). To facilitate their work, they are divided into five task

forces, each of which is assigned to a different area. The task force targets and their leaders:

WATERGATE CONSPIRACY. Since the resignation of James F. Neal in October, curly-haired Ben-
Veniste has acted as head of the task force. Self-confident to the point of being cocky, he graduated
from Columbia Law School and then took an advanced degree in law at Northwestern University
before becoming an Assistant U.S. Attorney in his native New York. He prosecuted several union
kickback cases and also the perjury, bribery and conspiracy charges resulting in the conviction of
Martin Sweig, onetime aide to former House Speaker John W. McCormack.

ITF CASE. This investigation--into whether there was any connection between IT£’S offer of

$200,000 to the Republican Convention and the company’s antitrust settlement with the Justice

Department--is directed by handsome Joseph J. Connolly. A magna cum laude graduate of the

University of Pennsylvania Law School, Connolly, 32, has served on the staffs of former Defense

Secretary Robert McNamara in 1967 and of Solicitor General Erwin Griswold from 1968 to 197o.
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DIRTY CAMPAIGN TRICKS.

Boyish-looking Richard J. Davis, 27, headed the probe of the efforts of Donald H. Segretti and others
to sabotage Democratic presidential campaigners. Davis has also helped with the investigation of I~
He graduated with the highest average in his class at Columbia Law School, served as clerk to Federa
Judge Jack B. Weinstein in New York and specialized in corruption investigations as an Assistant

U.S. Attorney in New York for a year.

CAMPAIGN CONTRIBUTIONS. Directed by stocky Thomas F. McBride, 44, this group has

investigated illegal contributions, including those by corporations, to President Nixon’s reelection
campaign. A Columbia Law graduate, McBride prosecuted organized crime as an assistant district

attorney in New York City, then joined the Organized Crime Section of the Justice Department in
196o. Subsequently, he was a Peace Corps director in Latin America, deputy chief counsel of the
House Select Committee on Crime and finally director of the Police Foundation, a private group that
finances programs to improve law enforcement.

PLUMBERS. Headed by William H. Merrill, who at 50 is the staff elder, this task force is looking int~
the operation of the White House’s undercover investigators. A resident of Detroit, Merrill graduatec
from Yale Law School in 195o, then practiced corporate law in Michigan before becoming Chief
Assistant U.S. Attorney in Detroit in 1961 during the Kennedy Administration.

Merrill directed investigations of mail fraud, organized crime, labor racketeering and tax evasion
before returning to private practice in 1966. A Democrat, he lost a race for Congress that year and,
two years later, chaired Michigan Citizens for Robert Kennedy.

AS a Kennedy Democrat, Merrill was a prime target of White House aides who claimed that Cox’s
staff was packed with liberals out to get the President.

That criticism has died down recently with the departure of four avowed Democrats--Cox himself an

three of his key aides.

The present staffers bristle at the suggestion that they are politically motivated. AS it happens, Merri
and McBride are Democrats, Connolly is a Republican, and Ruth and Davis maintain they are

"apolitica!." Ben-Veniste, who declines to reveal his registration and who has been a prosecutor in
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New York under both Democrats and Republicans, says, "I’m against crooks of both parties." As for
Jaworski, a Johnson Democrat from Texas, he has praised the objectivity of his staff. Says he: "I haw

complete confidence in their professionalism."
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Watergate Revisited

20 Years After the Break-in, the Story

Continues to Unfold

By Karlyn Barker and Walter Pincus

Washington Post Staff Writers

Sunday, June 14, 1992; A01

Sgt. Paul Leeper and officers Carl Shoffler

and John Barrett were headed toward

Georgetown in their unmarked police car and

had just passed under the Whitehurst Freeway

at 1:52 a.m. when a dispatcher alerted them

to "doors open" and a possible burglary

underway at the posh Watergate complex.

A quick U-turn and a minute or two later,

the three "casual clothes" District

policemen pulled up in front of the

hotel/office building near the Kennedy



Center and walked into the lobby to look for

the security guard who had reported trouble.

"We didn’t jump out of the car and go

running up there," Leeper said, recalling

their initial ho-hum response in those early

morning hours of June 17, 1972. "You get so

many calls like that -- burglary in progress

and 90 to 95 percent of them aren’t

anything."

But they saw the tape-covered door latches

in the parking garage, the same kind of

tampering on doors leading to the sixth-

floor headquarters of the Democratic

National Committee, the disheveled files

inside. Maybe something was going on after

all. Then Barrett, gun drawn, spotted a

moving figure and got the shock of his young

life: "Five middle-aged guys stand up .    .

wearing suits and ties and surgical gloves.



And they’ve got a walkie-talkie . .

tools and all this electrical stuff."

and

Thus began the scandal that became known by

a single word: Watergate. From a routine

police summons and bungled burglary and

bugging to the unprecedented resignation two

years later of a discredited president

facing almost certain impeachment, it

mesmerized the nation’s capital and

ultimately the whole country.

Month by month, an appalled public

confronted accounts of secret slush funds,

hush money for the burglars, forged cables,

wire-tapping and illegal entries by a secret

"Plumbers" squad, enemies’ lists, a secret

tape-recording system in the White House and

the flagrant and greedy abuse of

presidential power.



By the time Richard M. Nixon waved goodbye

to a red-eyed White House staff and boarded

a helicopter for California exile on Aug. 9,

1974, his administration had disintegrated

into disgrace. What seemed impossible, even

unthinkable, had occurred: The president,

sworn to uphold the Constitution and laws of

the United States, had been implicated with

his top aides in an elaborate conspiracy to

cover up criminal behavior and political

sabotage.

Today, 20 years later, Watergate is

contested history, constantly reexamined in

books, on talk shows and in high school

classrooms filled with students who were not

yet born when the burglars got caught. What

were they really doing there that night? Was

it a scandal or merely politics as usual?

Who was "Deep Throat" and will Washington

Post reporter Bob Woodward ever tell?



Watergate even changed the language of

politics. It seems a scandal isn’t a scandal

unless it ends in a "gate."

This is a retelling of the central story

using publicly released FBI investigative

files, oral histories, private memos,

handwritten notes and other documents, most

of them gleaned from the National Archives

and not available when President Nixon

resigned 18 years ago. This account includes

voices from both well-known and little-known

participants in the extraordinary crisis.

There are the two FBI agents first assigned

to the case, the bookkeeper at the Committee

for the Reelection of the President who

risked her job to tell what she knew, the

law clerk who holed up in a windowless ~jury

room and listened aghast to the tapes of the

president’s conversations. There are the



prosecutors, lawmakers and reporters who

ferreted out a president’s ugly secrets.

Nixon, the law-and-order president who

promised to "Bring Us Together" and then

clung to his second term insisting, "I’m not

a crook," has spent the years since his

resignation trying to rehabilitate himself.

Now a 79-year-old author and global

counselor, he wants to be remembered as the

president who went to China, not the

unindicted co-conspirator who might have

gone to prison.

The tragic irony, especially for Nixon, is

that Watergate’s criminal and riskiest

operations were not born of any great threat

to his presidency. On the eve of the break-

in, the polls showed him leading all likely

election rivals by 19 percentage points.

"All we had to do was sit back and wait for

the Democrats to nominate George McGovern



{the eventual nominee in 1972}," a top Nixon

reelection aide said later. "Unfortunately,

we were doing a good deal more."

After some of the participants had

reluctantly told their stories, in the

courts and in televised congressional

hearings that riveted the nation, more than

30 Nixon administration officials, campaign

officers and financial contributors pleaded

or were found guilty of breaking the law. Of

these, 19 of the president’s aides and

hirelings went to jail, serving sentences of

one to 52 months. Nixon himself received an

unconditional presidential pardon a month

after leaving office.

For historian Stanley Kutler, the lessons of

Watergate have nothing to do with what he

calls the "trivia" surrounding the break-in.

That event merely "parted the veil" on

Nixon’s illegal activities, said Kutler, a



University of Wisconsin professor and author

of "The Wars of Watergate." The government

survived a constitutional crisis, he said,

"because people did their jobs."

For Judy Hoback, the bookkeeper who exposed

a small piece of the scandal’s puzzle to the

FBI and later to reporters, it never seemed

that easy. She was newly widowed with a baby

daughter. She remembers how small she felt,

how big the White House seemed. Now her

daughter teaches history and has urged

Hoback to talk publicly about her role after

all these years.

"A lot of people might say it was no big

deal, that they’re all crooks," said Hoback,

who now lives in Florida. "But it was a BIG

DEAL, and it did have some meaning. I feel

it was good justice was done."

The Break-In And the Arrests



Frank Wills, an $80-a-week security guard,

saw the masking tape on the door latches in

the Watergate parking garage while making

his rounds about 12:30 a.m. He wasn’t

concerned. The 24-year-old Wills figured the

maintenance crew had done it to keep the

doors ajar and had forgotten to remove the

tape. He stripped it off and went across the

street to the Howard Johnson’s Motor Lodge

restaurant for some takeout food.

About an hour later, Wills saw that the

doors had been taped again. Rattled, he

called the police.

A very nervous Wills escorted Leeper,

Shoffler and Barrett to the taped doors.

They shut off the elevators and moved up the

stairwell to investigate.



Barrett bounded ahead, checking stairwell

doors as he ran up the stairs and shouting

back to his partners. He found more tape on

the sixth and eighth floors. The three men

searched the eighth floor, found nothing and

entered the sixth floor offices occupied by

the Democratic National Committee.

A room to the right looked ransacked, with

file drawers open and papers strewn about. A

second room was in the same condition.

Proceeding cautiously, they discovered a

chair propping open a door to a large

terrace overlooking Virginia Avenue.

Warily, Leeper and Shoffler went outside.

Gun in hand, Shoffler crawled along an

adjoining ledge to see if anyone was hiding.

He noticed a man watching him intently from

a balcony across the street at the Howard

Johnson’s.



Inside the DNC offices, Barrett moved

carefully from room to room, flipping on

lights as he went. Near the conference room,

he crouched behind a glass and wood

partition. "I was afraid to make a turn," he

said, recalling his hesitation 20 years

later. "It’s dark, and Carl and Paul aren’t

here. "

Suddenly, "I saw an arm hit the glass right

next to my face. It scared the shit out of

me. "

Barrett remembers yelling something like

"Back here!" to summon his partners and then

shouted, "Police! Come out with your hands

up!"

Not one, but five men stood up. In the tense

moments that followed, Leeper jumped up on a

desk to cover the group. Barrett eyed one

man who had a black overnight bag in one



hand and a trench coat draped over an arm,

obscuring his other hand. Barrett yelled at

him to drop the bag and coat and raise his

hands. The man didn’t react. Barrett pointed

his pistol directly at the man’s chest.

Another intruder said something in Spanish,

and the man’s hands flew up.

"I almost shot him," Barrett recalled.

The size of the group made Leeper edgy too.

Were there others, perhaps hiding under

desks? He was also worried because they had

only two pairs of handcuffs. Shoffler had

left his in the car.

They ordered the five men to face the wall,

hands up. They advised the suspects of their

rights and patted them down, finding

penlights, tiny tear-gas canisters and keys

to Room 214 at the Watergate Hotel.



One of the suspects had a spiral notebook

with a key taped to the outside cover.

Twice, he tried to sneak his hand into his

coat pocket to hide the key. Shoffler

slammed him against the wall, then seized

the notebook. The key fit the desk of Ida

"Maxie" Wells, secretary to R. Spencer

Oliver, executive director of the

Association of State Democratic Chairmen.

At 2nd District police headquarters, then at

23rd and L streets NW, the suspects declined

to contact lawyers, noting cryptically that

the "appropriate people" had already been

notified. And they stuck to false,

prearranged identities, giving police the

names they had used to register at the

hotel.

Except that two of them got mixed up.



"They gave me the same alias," said Barrett.

"I said, ’Wait a minute, fellas, you’ve got

to get your stories straight.’ And they both

giggled."

It took a few more hours to pierce through

the phony names and establish their true

identities: Bernard L. Barker, 53; Virgilio

R. Gonzalez, 46; Eugenio Martinez, 50; Frank

A. Sturgis, 47; and James W. McCord Jr.,

also 47.

But the names did not explain what the

suspects were doing or why they were

carrying an astonishing array of electronic

and photographic equipment. Barker had a

walkie-talkie and keys to a rental car.

Gonzalez had lock-picking tools. McCord

carried a wire cutter and screwdrivers and

had pocketed four documents, including a

letter to DNC Chairman Lawrence F. O’Brien

and application forms for college press



credentials to cover the upcoming Democratic

National Convention in Miami. All but McCord

were carrying crisp, new $I00 bills.

Later that day, as the police sought

frantically to find out more about the

uncooperative suspects, a shocked 2nd

District officer recognized the man calling

himself Edward Martin: "That’s Jim McCord,"

he told stunned colleagues. "He’s the

security chief at the Committee to Reelect

the President."

Chasing Leads To ’W-House’

That first morning, a Saturday, Special

Agent Angelo J. Lano was awakened at 8 by a

call from FBI headquarters. There was a

report that five international jewel thieves

had been caught at the Watergate, where Lano

had investigated previous burglaries.



By the time Lano arrived at the 2nd District

police station, however, officers wanted him

to look at what appeared to be the makings

of a bomb. Lano rummaged around in the bag

police had seized. "I grabbed a piece of

tissue paper and pulled it out," he said in

a recent interview, "and this little black

device with wires fell into my hand. And I

set it aside and I reached in and pulled out

tissue paper and another black device fell

out. "

This was no bomb. The devices were something

"you would use to monitor a conversation.

Either intercept a conversation in a room,

or a telephone bugging device." The FBI

laboratory confirmed Lano’s suspicions

within 15 minutes.

A burglary, even at the DNC, was something

the local cops could handle. But electronic

eavesdropping put the crime squarely into



federal jurisdiction. And so began the case

that would absorb Lano, then 33 and a

relatively junior agent, for the next five

years, first with the office of the U.S.

Attorney for the District and later for the

special prosecutors appointed to take over

the mushrooming probe.

Lano and his then-29-year-old partner,

Daniel C. Mahan, have never discussed their

Watergate work publicly. They consented to

interviews now because the FBI made their

investigation -- all 16,000 pages     public

several years ago under the Freedom of

Information Act.

It also grates on them that the general

public seems to believe that The Washington

Post and reporters Bob Woodward and Carl

Bernstein solved the Watergate case.

Woodward and Bernstein’s book on their

reportage, "All the President’s Men," later



was made into a popular Hollywood film

starring Robert Redford and Dustin Hoffman.

According to Lano, much of Woodward and

Bernstein’s work reflected what the FBI

already knew. "I resent that they have been

perceived as the individuals who responded

and solved the investigation," Lano said. "I

feel the bureau    . . solved it, even though

the public doesn’t know that."

The FBI investigation and The Post’s early

reporting seemed to feed one another. The

Post did publish information first turned up

by the FBI, but the continuation of the

investigation almost certainly depended on

the political pressure resulting from the

reporting of The Post and others.

Lano and his fellow FBI agents knew on that

first Saturday, of course, that they had a

bugging case on their hands. Apart from the



electronic devices, the crime scene itself

made that clear: The air conditioner panel

was ajar in the DNC’s conference room, the

screws on a telephone jack had been loosened

and some ceiling tiles had been removed.

What they learned about the suspects that

day added to the mystery. Barker, Gonzalez

and Martinez were Cuban Americans who lived

in Miami, as did Sturgis, and all had been

involved in anti-Castro activities tied to

the CIA. Barker and McCord were former CIA

agents. Lano wondered if they had stumbled

upon a CIA operation.

That afternoon, D.C. police came across the

first big break. A search of the men’s

Watergate hotel room turned up $3,500 in

sequentially numbered $i00 bills in a

dresser drawer. Martinez’s attache case

contained his pop-up address lister,

Barker’s small black address book, and a



sealed, stamped envelope with a $6.36 check

made out to the Lakewood Country Club in

Rockville. The check was drawn on the

account of an E. Howard Hunt Jr.

Barker’s book contained the initials "HH"

above the notation "WH" and a telephone

number. Martinez’s address book listed the

same number next to "Howard Hunt (W-House).

A quick trace showed that the phone number

rang at a White House office.

Suddenly, the stakes had become a lot

higher.

The Coverup Gets Underway

The FBI was moving fast, but so were the

president’s men.



Though they would deny it for months, top

White House and campaign officials knew that

first day that the "Cubans" caught at the

Watergate were working for them. The news

about McCord was a jolt, though. No one who

worked for the Committee for the Reelection

of the President (CRP) was supposed to go

along on the actual break-in.

The president was enjoying a long weekend at

the Florida White House in Key Biscayne. His

major campaign aides were in Los Angeles,

attending several political functions in

advance of the Republican National

Convention in August.

On Sunday, June 18, Nixon’s chief of staff,

H.R. (Bob) Haldeman, spoke to deputy

campaign director Jeb Stuart Magruder in

California. Hurriedly, the two former

advertising executives went over plans for

containing the crisis.



The immediate problem was an Associated

Press report that morning linking McCord to

the reelection committee. They went over a

press release that the CRP planned to

release deploring the break-in. As they

talked, Haldeman jotted down the intent of

this message: "to get it as confused as

poss. -- & keep up idea of McCord’s other

emplmt."

In the first of the many bold lies that

would characterize the scandal, the

statement described McCord as a private

consultant who had worked for the committee

months ago. "This man and the other people

were not operating on our behalf or our

consent," said the statement, issued under

the name of CRP chairman John N. Mitchell,

the former U.S. attorney general. "There is

no place in our campaign or in the electoral

process for this type of activity."



The evening after the break-in, Alexander P.

Butterfield, an obscure White House aide,

innocently mentioned to one FBI agent that

Hunt had worked on "highly sensitive,

confidential matters" at the White House

several months earlier. As Haldeman now

knew, Hunt had been a $100-a-day consultant

for Charles W. Colson, White House special

counsel, and still had a desk and files in

the Executive Office Building. Since April,

Hunt had worked for the reelection

committee.

But Haldeman and Magruder were most worried

that the FBI might link the break-in to G.

Gordon Liddy, the CRP finance counsel.

Liddy, a swaggering former county

prosecutor, had conceived of the break-in

and recruited people to do it. And Liddy

knew far too much about the administration’s

earlier illegal activities.



Over Labor Day weekend in 1971, using some

of the same Cubans and a spy camera and fake

ID’s obtained from the CIA, Liddy and Hunt

had supervised a break-in at the Los Angeles

office of Lewis J. Fielding, psychiatrist to

Daniel Ellsberg, leaker of the now-famous

"Pentagon Papers" to the New York Times. The

June 13, 1971, publication of this secret

history of U.S. involvement in the Vietnam

War infuriated Nixon, even more so because

it shared the front page with news of his

daughter Tricia’s White House wedding.

Ellsberg’s embarrassing leak led to the

birth of the "Plumbers," a special unit

charged with stopping disclosures of

politically sensitive information. Operating

from Room 16 at the Executive Office

Building, the unit soon focused attention on

getting dirt on Ellsberg himself, who was



facing trial on espionage and conspiracy

charges.

Haldeman was determined to keep the Fielding

break-in secret. John D. Ehrlichman, Nixon’s

domestic affairs adviser, was even more

determined: He had authorized it and

arranged the CIA assistance to Hunt and

Liddy.

But that wasn’t all they had to hide.

Nixon’s lieutenants, determined to control

and manipulate the political process, had

ordered the wiretapping, tailing and

infiltrating of prominent antiwar leaders,

news reporters, even government officials,

all in the name of national security. They

also had set up an elaborate operation to

spy on and undermine the primary election

campaigns of Democratic candidates.



Worse, plans for these illegal activities

including the Watergate break-in itself --

had been approved by Mitchell while he was

attorney general.

The prospect of any or all of this becoming

public, espcially during an election year,

was terrifying to Nixon’s men. Could the

Watergate burglars be trusted to keep quiet?

Liddy, while admitting that he had goofed by

using McCord for the DNC job, assured

Magruder that the burglars would never say

anything to implicate him or others. He even

offered to stand on a designated street

corner and let someone shoot him if it would

help matters.

On June 20, Nixon, Haldeman and Ehrlichman

met to plot a Watergate public relations

offensive. Later that day, Nixon and

Mitchell discussed the probe on the

telephone. There could be no more slip-ups.



The president’s counsel, John W. Dean III,

was ordered to keep track of the FBI.

Later that day, an upbeat Haldeman told

Mitchell not to worry, according to

Haldeman’s notes of their phone

conversation. The White House, he said, "may

be able to keep {the investigation} under

control."

Clues in Miami; A Delay in D.C.

At the Florida White House, Ron Ziegler,

Nixon’s press secretary, dismissed the

break-in as "a third-rate burglary attempt."

In Washington, the FBI and the newly

assigned prosecution team weren’t scoffing.

Prosecutors Earl J. Silbert, the principal

assistant U.S. attorney in the D.C. office,

fraud chief Seymour Glanzer and wiretap

expert Donald Campbell knew they had an



open-and-shut case against the five

burglars. But they still did not know who

had sent them there. McCord and the Cubans

weren’t talking -- just as Liddy had

promised. Neither was the mysterious Hunt.

But the FBI already knew that the Nixon

campaign was more involved than it was

admitting. On that first Saturday, the

investigators managed to fill in some pieces

of Hunt’s background: He was a former White

House consultant and, like Barker and

McCord, an ex-CIA agent.

On Sunday, a desk clerk at the Howard

Johnson’s recognized McCord’s picture in the

newspaper and told the FBI he had rented a

room at the motel. Tracing phone calls, the

FBI found the lookout Shoffler had noticed

on the balcony that night. His name was

Alfred C. Baldwin III. Who had hired him?



By Thursday, June 22, agents had tracked

most of the confiscated $I00 bills to

Barker’s account at a Miami bank. They

learned that Barker had deposited five large

checks in April: a $25,000 cashier’s check

from Kenneth H. Dahlberg, a wealthy

Minneapolis industrialist and a top Nixon

campaign fund-raiser, and four checks

totaling $89,000 from Manuel Ogarrio, a

Mexican attorney. Barker had then withdrawn

$I0,000 in $i00 bills from this account.

Agents also learned that Barker had dropped

off film at a Miami photo shop just a week

before the break-in, ordering a "rush job"

on large prints that included, as best a

shop employee could recall, copies of

documents on DNC letterhead, including some

signed by DNC Chairman O’Brien.

The FBI was also hot on the trail of Donald

H. Segretti, who had turned up in Hunt’s



telephone records. Segretti was mixed up in

some kind of political dirty tricks that, at

first blush, didn’t appear illegal.

But as the agents got to the source of the

burglars’ money, the White House laid plans

to throw the investigators off by

encouraging the notion that the break-in was

part of some mysterious CIA caper. The White

House knew the FBI was theorizing possible

CIA involvement in the break-in because

acting FBI Director L. Patrick Gray was

regularly briefing White House counsel John

Dean about the investigation.

Nixon, in a June 23 tape-recorded

conversation with Haldeman that was termed

the "smoking gun" tape when it became

public, approved a plan to have the CIA

block the investigation by telling the FBI

that tracing the money could jeopardize a

national security operation.



Specifically, the White House wanted to stop

the bureau from interviewing Dahlberg and

Ogarrio, whose checks had turned up in

Barker’s bank account. Both men had

collected money from people who wanted to

make secret contributions to Nixon’s

campaign and then hid the donations by

writing their own checks to the CRP. Those

checks     and here is where the Nixon people

had knots in their stomachs     had been

given to Liddy, who converted them to cash

from Barker’s account and returned the money

to the CRP’s safe.

At the White House’s request, Gray told his

agents to hold off on interviews with

Ogarrio and Dahlberg. But the idea of using

the CIA to delay the inquiry failed when the

CIA balked.



Meanwhile, the investigation was going in

another direction anyway -- back toward the

White House. On June 28, following up on the

seized address books, they located "George,"

a name listed in both. George turned out to

be George Gordon Liddy. But Liddy too

wouldn’t talk.

Then on July I, a woman in McCord’s office

at the CRP asked to see FBI agents. She

wanted to see the agents alone, away from

the.prying eyes of the CRP attorneys who had

sat in on her previous interview.

Did the FBI know, she asked during a

rambling, seven-hour conversation in a

Holiday Inn hotel room, that committee

records had been destroyed on the day the

burglars were caught?

The Lookout Tells All



When the prosecutors and the FBI finally

tracked down lookout Alfred Baldwin in

Connecticut, he had one hell of a story to

tell, including an account of how he had

accompanied Hunt on a reconnaissance visit

to McGovern headquarters on Capitol Hill for

a break-in attempt that never came off.

But the most astonishing information he gave

them -- the shocker that made so many other

clues fit -- was that the McCord/Miami crew

had broken into the Democrats’ Watergate

offices on Memorial Day weekend. The group

placed listening devices on O’Brien’s and

Oliver’s phones and photographed DNC

documents. Since then, Baldwin had lived in

Room 723 of the Howard Johnson’s, acting as

chief eavesdropper. But the O’Brien "bug"

never worked right. Replacing it was one

objective of the return visit in June.



The day after the break-in, Baldwin fled to

Connecticut and consulted with his lawyers.

One was a well-connected Democrat named John

Casidento. According to Baldwin, Casidento

said the following day that he had been "in

touch with very specific individuals on the

Democratic side who are aware of what’s

happening, aware that you’re a key player."

On June 20, three days after the break-in,

the Democrats filed a $i million lawsuit and

dropped hints publicly about how Watergate

was much bigger than a bungled burglary. Few

believed them.

Baldwin told the prosecutors that Nixon was

obsessed with O’Brien, so much so that even

after the break-in, Nixon ordered the IRS to

audit O’Brien’s taxes.

O’Brien felt that way too. "There were two

targets throughout 1971, 1972: Larry O’Brien



and the front-runner of the Democratic

Party," O’Brien, now deceased, said in a

1987 oral history interview. "The objective

was to destroy."

Spencer Oliver was a different matter. The

Republicans wanted political intelligence on

Oliver’s efforts to encourage a stop-

McGovern movement. The Nixon crowd saw

McGovern as a weak opponent and had been

using dirty tricks to undermine McGovern’s

rivals. Baldwin told prosecutors that the

bug on Oliver’s phone had worked well.

The night of the break-in, he saw three men

drive up to the Watergate in a beat-up blue

Ford, but they were not dressed like cops.

Even when he spotted two men, one holding a

gun, on the DNC terrace, he was not too

concerned -- until he spoke to Hunt.



"Are our people dressed casually or are they

in suits?" he asked over his walkie-talkie.

"Suits," replied Hunt tersely, who was holed

up with Liddy in Room 214 at the Watergate

Hotel. "Then we’ve got a problem," Baldwin

warned.

Rushing into the room, Hunt ordered Baldwin

to wipe it clean of fingerprints, take all

the electronic equipment to McCord’s home in

Rockville, then get out of town.

"I’m living here for weeks and there’s no

way I know what all I touched," Baldwin

remembers thinking. But all he said to Hunt

was, "Does this mean we’re not going to

Miami?" Hunt, already at the door, just

stared at him.

Baldwin’s testimony gave prosecutors enough

evidence to indict Hunt, Liddy, McCord and

the four Miamians on Sept. 15, 1972. But



when prosecutor Silbert and the others tried

to push the investigation further, they hit

a stone wall.

Trial Silence, Then a Surprise

There were plenty of hints that people as

high up in the campaign as Mitchell and

Haldeman controlled the funds used to pay

the burglars. Hugh W. Sloan Jr., the CRP

treasurer who had resigned a month after the

break-in once he saw a coverup forming, told

prosecutors that Mitchell and others had

approved almost $200,000 in payments to

Liddy. Sloan also told them that Magruder

had urged him to lie about how much money

Liddy got.

Magruder denied it and said the money to

Liddy was to set up an intelligence-

gathering system to infiltrate and monitor

radical groups that might try to disrupt the



GOP’s convention. Other White

campaign officials, including

corroborated Magruder’s story.

House and

Mitchell,

Mitchell,

witness.

in particular, made a convincing

"Mitchell’s public image was cold and

severe," Silbert recalled recently. "But in

front of the grand jury he was warm and

charming and seemed to be very cooperative."

At his subsequent trial, Mitchell was

convicted of lying to the grand jury.

all, prosecutors later calculated, at

20 witnesses either lied or withheld

information from the grand jury.

In

least

Prosecutors did not know their job was being

made tougher by their supervisor at the

Justice Department, Henry E. Petersen. They

were regularly briefing Petersen, who was



passing along information to John Dean at

the White House. Dean also was getting FBI

interview reports from acting Director Gray

and was briefing Magruder, Mitchell,

Ehrlichman and Haldeman, enabling the

coverup participants to keep abreast of the

investigation.

Ehrlichman and Dean had even persuaded Gray

to destroy political sabotage files from

Hunt’s Executive Office Building safe. They

told him the material was not related to

Watergate, a shame-faced Gray later revealed

before announcing his resignation. The

documents, which Gray burned in his

fireplace, included a dossier Hunt had

assembled on Sen. Edward M. Kennedy (D-

Mass.) and a State Department cable Hunt had

doctored to make it appear that President

John F. Kennedy was involved in the 1963

assassination of South Vietnamese President

Ngo Dinh Diem.



While Dean was doing his best to blunt the

investigation, some witnesses felt the

prosecutors were not pushing hard enough.

One was Hoback, the CRP’s bookkeeper.

She had made one brief appearance before the

grand jury and was concerned that nobody

asked her anything of consequence. "I was

surprised at how fast I was in and out,"

Hoback said recently. "I waited out in the

hallway longer than I was in there

testifying."

Hoback, then 35, contacted the FBI even

before her boss, Sloan, had. In repeated

interviews, she told investigators about the

money disbursed to Liddy and others and

about the destruction of CRP ledgers. A CRP

attorney later upbraided her for talking

privately to the prosecutors.



"I remember getting about as red as an

apple, I was so nervous," Hoback recalled.

When the first set of indictments went no

higher than Hunt and Liddy, Hoback said she

grew concerned and finally started talking

to the persistent Woodward and Bernstein.

Hoback, never political, stayed on through

the 1972 election. She never became a public

figure, not even when the Watergate movie

came out and she found herself portrayed by

actress Jane Alexander     but never named.

Based on information from Hoback, Sloan and

other sources, The Post published articles

in the fall of 1972 alleging that the break-

in was part of a coordinated campaign of

political espionage carried out by top Nixon

aides, and that a coverup was underway.



U.S. District Court Chief Judge John J.

Sirica, the blunt-spoken, crusty jurist who

assigned himself the Watergate case and was

known for his tough sentencing, was

interested in the higher-ups too.

While Silbert, Campbell and Glanzer built

their case around what they could prove --

the break-in -- "Maximum John" Sirica, then

68, showed little patience with this narrow

focus. The jury, he said in December, a

month before the trial began, "is going to

want to know what did those men go into that

headquarters for? Was their sole purpose

political espionage? . . . Who hired them?

Who started this?"

Silbert says he wanted those answers too,

and that he thought the American people

should have them before the November

elections. Twenty years later, he is still

uncomfortable discussing the "special pitch"



made to McCord’s lawyers about i0 days

before the election.

"We offered him this great deal -- the

chance to plead to one count of conspiracy -

- if you come forward RIGHT NOW and tell us

what you know," Silbert said.

Not then, not now, does he think this was

proper for a criminal investigator.

"Do you ever as a prosecutor do anything

because of an election?" he asks. "My answer

is you don’t and, frankly, we deviated from

that."

Nothing came of the offer. There is a

dispute about whether McCord’s lawyers ever

told him of the offer.

Nixon, whose personal lawyer Herbert W.

Kalmbach had already started raising some



$250,000 in "hush money" for the defendants,

won reelection over McGovern in a landslide.

When the trial began in January 1973, Hunt

pleaded guilty. Five days later, the Miami

quartet did the same. All professed

ignorance about anyone else’s involvement.

McCord and Liddy went to trial and were

found guilty on all counts.

The wall of silence was intact. Try as he

did, Sirica had not broken through.

While the defendants awaited sentencing, the

Senate, prodded by media accounts of a

possible coverup, prepared to hold full-

blown investigative hearings. Then, out of

nowhere, the first major crack appeared in

the nine-month-long coverup.

It came on March 23, in Sirica’s courtroom.

The judge, reading from a letter McCord had



sent in hopes of avoiding jail, delivered a

bombshell. "There was political pressure

applied to the defendants to plead guilty

and remain silent," McCord had written.

"Perjury occurred during the trial {and}

others involved in the Watergate operation

were not identified."

The stonewall was over. Now, the real

investigation could begin.

Senate Hearings, White House Tapes

If March was bad for Nixon, April was worse.

With McCord crumbling, with intensified

pressure on the Nixon administration to

appoint a special prosecutor, a "third-rate

burglary" was now a first-rate political

threat to the president.



Senate Watergate committee Chairman Sam

Ervin (D-N.C.) was threatening to subpoena

just about everyone, including CIA

officials.

The word went out that McCord was "naming

names, " and two prominent ones soon

surfaced: Magruder, which was no surprise,

and Dean, which was. First Dean, then

Magruder, approached prosecutors about a

deal. They offered evidence against

Haldeman, Ehrlichman and Mitchell. Magruder

pleaded guilty to one felony count. Dean

wanted immunity from prosecution, but

Silbert was having none of it, not even when

Dean gave prosecutors another motive for the

coverup: the break-in by the "Plumbers" at

Ellsberg’s psychiatrist’s office.

"Dean’s the White House counsel, he’s the

orchestrator {of the coverup}, the one who

makes it work," Silbert said recently,



explaining his hard line. "No way does that

guy deserve a pass."

Having protected Nixon at his own peril,

Dean finally laid his last card on the

table. The president, he told the

prosecutors, had actually discussed raising

$i million to pay the Watergate defendants

to keep quiet and he had approved $250,000

in "hush money" for them in the months since

the break-in.

The newspapers were coming out with one

story after another, a revelation a day. On

April 27, 1973, came the worst news of all:

the judge in the Ellsberg espionage case

disclosed the secret that Nixon and his men

had tried so hard to protect: the Ellsberg

break-in, involving Hunt and Liddy.

On April 30, with Dean bargaining with

investigators, Nixon moved to preserve his



presidency. Dean, Haldeman and Ehrlichman

all forced out. Also gone: Richard G.

Kleindienst, who had replaced Mitchell as

attorney general and had recently insisted

on telling the judge in the Ellsberg case

about the break-in by the "Plumbers."

Increasingly isolated, his political

position eroding, Nixon sought to regain his

credibility. On the second day of the Senate

hearings, Attorney General-designate Elliot

L. Richardson announced the selection of

former U.S. solicitor general Archibald Cox

to be special prosecutor.

Dean’s congressional testimony a month later

"electrified the public," said Samuel Dash,

the Senate committee’s chief counsel. "He

was the first eyewitness to the president’s

involvement in the coverup and payment of

hush money, a man who sat in the Oval Office



and talked to the president about those

things."

Dean told a nation watching on television of

a "cancer on the presidency." But it was

still Dean’s word against Haldeman,

Ehrlichman and Nixon. At one point, Dash

sent some students from Georgetown law

school over to the National Archives.

"These kids came back with their eyes

bulging," Dash recalled recently. It seems

that Magruder, at the end of the 1972

campaign, had packed up a bunch of his "Eyes

Only" memos from Haldeman and Ehrlichman and

sent them to the archives for storage.

But the most incriminating evidence of all

were the president’s own words.

Dean had told investigators that Nixon

seemed to be whispering into a bookcase



during one of their Watergate conversations,

almost as if he were afraid the room was

bugged. Committee staffers suspected a

secret taping system and began methodically

interviewing White House aides. They had

gone through about 50 before getting to

Alexander Butterfield, the man who had first

confirmed Hunt’s White House employment to

the FBI.

Butterfield, a former Air Force pilot, said

recently that he had made up his mind "that

if the question is direct, I’ll have to give

a direct answer."

On July 13, a Friday, 4 1/2 hours into an

interview with Senate investigators, Don

Sanders, a Republican committee staff

member, asked the right question. "I was

wondering when you would get around to

asking me that," Butterfield replied.



In the 20 years he has had to think about

it, Butterfield, now 66 and a San Diego

businessman, wonders whether "maybe, deep

down, I wanted to say it."

Butterfield’s revelation set in motion a

bitter constitutional fight. Cox and the

Senate committee both wanted the tapes.

Nixon refused, citing executive privilege as

protecting presidential material. On July

23, 1973, for the first time in 166 years, a

president of the United States was

subpoenaed. Nixon refused that request too.

On Oct. 20, in a desperate exercise of

presidential power quickly dubbed the

"Saturday Night Massacre," Nixon ordered

Richardson to fire Cox, who had rejected a

compromise on the tapes. He refused and

quit. Nixon ordered Richardson’s deputy,

William D. Ruckelshaus to fire Cox. He

refused and was fired. Reaching down one



more level, Nixon ordered Solicitor General

Robert H. Bork to oust Cox. Bork did.

Nixon finally won -- and lost. Twenty years

later, it seems so much more inevitable than

it did then. The House Judiciary Committee

immediately began impeachment proceedings. A

new special prosecutor took Cox’s place.

Nixon gave up the tapes, under court order.

Many included profanities. One was missing

18 1/2 minutes. But what the rest showed was

damning enough. Impeachment loomed. The

later release of other tapes made it

virtually certain.

Todd Christofferson, then Sirica’s 26-year-

old law clerk, remembers the day the tapes

arrived. No one had a machine that could

handle reel-to-reel tapes, so Sirica’s

office borrowed one from the White House.



Christofferson and Sirica went to a

windowless jury room, put a specially rigged

set of headphones on, and listened, hoping

to hear the words that would exonerate the

president. Christofferson recalled how he

felt as Nixon participated in hush money and

coverup conversations. He felt that Nixon

had another choice.

"He could have said, ’No, it goes no

further. Let the chips fall where they may.’

And he didn’t, and it mushroomed. That one

failing brought the whole house down."

Staff writer Lawrence Meyer and staff

researchers Lucy Shackelford and Mary Stepp

contributed to this report.
© 2006 The Washington Post Company
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W. Mark Felt was met at his home, located at 3216 Wynford Drive,
Fairfax, Virginia, at10:15 A.M.., and driven- to the Holiday Inn, 3535 Chain Bridge
Road, Fairfax, Virginia, where he was interviewed. Upon entering the Bureau car,
Felt acknowled~ed he knew SA LanD as the Special Agent from the Washington
Field OHice (VVFO) who was assigned as the case Agent on the "Watergate Case. "

En route to the motel, Felt wanted an explanation as to why he.was
not being interviewed at FBI Headquarters, the WFO, or his home. He was
informed a neutral site would be best for the interview to avoid any embarrassment
to him because he was well known to many employees at FBI Headquarters, and iu
the field offices in Alexandria, Virginia, and W-ashington, D. C.

Upon arrival at the motel, Felt again strongly objected to the interview
being conducted at this location. He stated his wiSe was also upset over the fact
the interview was not re_king place at his home. He said his wiSe was due to leave
for an appointment at her hairdresser’s at noon. It was pointed out to him by
SA McGahey this motel had been selected by him when the appointment was made
with him for the interview but no prior arrangements had been made at tiae motel
SAs Land and McGahey told him they were willing to wait until a£ter his wife had
departed for her hairdresser and would be willing to conduct the interview at that
time at his home. However, Felt then consented to being interviewed at the
Holiday Inn.

As the Agents and Felt entered the motel, Felt stated he considered the
entire interview as "degrading" and although he respected the position of the A~en~s,
he still resented the fact the interview was taking place at the motel but was

willing to be interviewed there. SA McGahey then registered with the room clerk and
obtained Room ,318.

After entering Room 318, SA ]~icGahey formally identified himself
to Felt by displaying his credentials ann advised ~elt of his right to remain silent,
to consult with an attorney before answering any questions and to have au
attorney present during the interview. He was also told that he could discontinue
the interview whenever he so desired and discontinue answering any questions, i:el~
stated he was aware of his rights. He was then presented with an "Advice of Rights"

,nte~,.*.~ on_June 13, 19_7_4____~o, Fatrfax, Vir_ginia

Special Agents Angola J. Land and
~y .-~ ug~ l,~Ic Gahe y /w m j

File #

This documene contolns neither recommendations nor (;on(:~usion$ ol the FBI. I1 is the property of the F~I and is loaned to your agent.y;
it and its contents are not to be dlslributed outside your agency,



form, which he accepted and signed.

Felt then was asked relative background questions to which he furnished
the followi~g responses:

His current occupation is that of ’~Lecturer and Consultant." He was
employed by the FBI from January 26, 1942, until mid-June, 1973, when he
retired. At the time of retirement he was Associate Director of the FBI.
Immediately prior to that time he was Acting Associate Director. He was
Deputy Associate Director - Assistant Director from July 4, 1971, until
May, 1972.

Felt was asked if while employed in the above position he had contacts
with members o~ the news media. Felt replied that he had and contact was very
often, but mainly by telephone. When asked why the press would call him and
not Crime Records, Felt replied that it was a practice of the media that if they
did not get the desired answer from Crime Records, they would "shop around"
for B’~eau o~ficla~s L~ order to ~t an answer, but he to!d them "not.~ng. " Mos~
of these calls from the press to Felt were received a~ter L. Patrick Gray was
made Acting Director. Felt stated that on several occasions (Robert) Woodward
~ the Washington Post; Sandy Smith of Time Magazine. and a female reporter of
the Pest came to see him in his office and on 4 or 5 occasions Smith called him
on the telephone.

Felt commented there was one exception to his previous statement
that he had given "nothing" to a member of the press during a telephone contact
.and that occurred in May, 1973, while on a speaking engagement in California.
At that time he received a telephone call from a New York Times reporter.
The reporter called him long distance. He believed the call came from "Washington,
D.C. Felt was asked his exact location and date of the call. Felt replied that
the call came to him while he was at the Dream Inn, Sauta Cruz, California, ~.~bout
May 9 - 10, 1973. ~ihen asked why a reporter would call him there, he replied
he thought the reporter first called the Bureau and was probably told of his (Felt’s)
location. When asked who the reporter was, Felt replied "Crewdson (John M.
Crewdson), but I don’t know how to spell it. "

Felt was asked i! Crewdson called him regularly and he replied that
perhaps he had one or two telephone calls from him, but he maintained that he
didn’t know this person, only to the extent that on this occasion he (Crewdson) said
he was a reporter with the New York Times and was doing a story on the FBI’s
role in the "17 wiretaps. " Felt said the entire conversation lasted no more than
10 mint, s. He said Crewdson wanted to discuss with Felt an article he had written
about this subject. Felt said he agreed to hear the story.



Shortly alter Crewdsou began discussing the story, there was mention
by Crewdson that (J. ~.dvar) Hoover was going to ’blackmail" the Administration
(Nixon’s) because of the "illegal wiretaps. " At this point, Felt said he became
quite upset over this statement and other parts of the story, and he began to "set
the record straight" to protect Mr. Hoover’s and the Bureau’s image. Felt stated
he did not disclose any ir~ormation to Crewdson on this subject because he
(Crewdson) had it all. He said the article authored by Crewdson appeared in the
New York Times a few days a~ter the telephone call.

At this point Felt was furnished a photograph of John Mack Crewdson,
a reporter for the New York Times, and was asked H he could identify this
person. Felt examined the photo and said he did not know this person. Felt was     ~.
asked if he had ever met this person and he replied he had not. Felt asked who       ~ ~
the photograph depicted and was told it was a photograph of John Mack Crewdson,     .,.
the New York Times reporter. Felt then said he had not met this individual         ~-
personally and that all his contacts with him were by telephone.

Felt was asked the number of times Crewdson called his office or the
number o~ times he spoke with Crewdson on the telephone and he replied ’~I or
2" times. He could not recall what the other calls concerned or when they occurred
other than the call he received in California in May, 1973.

Felt then continued that upon his return from California, around May 17,
1973, he was called to then Acting Director William Ruckelshaus’ o£fice, where a
discussion of the Crewdson, New York Times article took place. Felt was advised
that the Agents desired to cover that subject later in the interview.

Felt was theft asked the following questions:

I. Between June 1972 and June 1973, did you make available any
FD-302s or any copies of FD-302s to any member of the news
media?                                      -~

Felt replied, "Absolutely not."

Did you maintain copies o~ documents concerning Watergate
investigations in your oHice for your personal use?

Felt replied, ’~No, but let’s not rule out the fact I could
have had access to the tickler copies. " As t~ ’~ey memos"
he was sure he did.

He was asked ff he recalled receiving a memorandum
containing a response to a newspaper story relating that
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¯ Donald Segretti had viewed his (Segretti’s) FBI report.
Felt replied he does not recall seeing this memorandum,
but it was poss ible.

He was advised that perhaps the memorandum had attached
to it FD-302s of Segretti, (Herbert) Kalmbach, (Robert) Beuz
and (Dwight L. ) Cha~in. He replied that did sound Imniliar
to him and when shown the i~almbach and Chapin 302s, he
replied the 302s "rang a bell" but he could not positive ly say
.what it meant. He was asked if he kept these 302s in his office
and he replied he ~vould not have had a reason to do so, or have
copies made. He was also asked l~ he removed or had anyone
else remove 302s £rom an investigative report in the ~.¥aterga~e
case and he replied, ’~o."                     -

Felt was then asked if he had received any press inquiries on ~
this subject (i. e. ~egretti seeing h~s 302s) and he said he
could not recall any such inquiries. He did state that during his ~ ~
last 2 years of employment with the Bureau, he received a total
of about 20 calls trom the press.

3. ~ Did you maintain any Watergate related documents or copies in
your o~Hce sa~e ?

¯ ~ Felt replied that he did not, and that he had no need to keep
them.

Did you deliver, cause to be delivered, or take part in delivering
a stack of ~Vaterg~te related documents to Archibald Cox in May
or June o£ 1973 ?

Felt replied, ’~No, but if something did ~o to (Archibald)
Cox, I may have participated in the memorandum as it went
up. " He emphasized that this matter would have been handled
by the "substantive desk" m~d not personally by him.

He was asked if he ever told anyone that he had a "stack" of
material to deliver to Cox, and he replied, ’~o."

5. Do you personally know or have you ever spoken with Johm M.
Crewdson c~ the l~ew York Times ?
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Felt replied, ’Yes,
telephone.

"he had spoken with him over the

Did you cause a release to be made regarding the 2/23/73
"Gebhardt to Felt Memo" on the FBI’s conduct in the Watergate
lnvestigation ?

Felt was shown a copy of the memorandum. After reading
it, he recalled the memorandum, and said he was ashamed
af it. He was asked if he maintained a copy of this memorandtun
for himself or his own files and he replied that the last time
he saw it was 2 or 3 days after it came out of Gray’s oHice.
When asked what he did with it, he said he tore it up because
he was insulted and embarrassed by it and did not want it in
the file as it was degrading to the people involved. He said
he did not make a copy and had torn up the original. When
asked where he placed it after tearing it up, Felt replied
he put it in his confidential trash basket.

At this point, Felt was advised that Segretti was shown
copies of certain Bureau documents in June of 1973 in
California by Crewdson. Segretti’s recollection was that
one of those documents was the original o£ the "Gebhardt to
Felt" memorandum dated February 23, 1973.

Felt stated it was conceivable that while cleaning out his
files in June of 1973, he found the memorandum. He remembered
it came back to his attention and "made him mad all over
again. " He then stated he put it in his confidential waste basket
but did not tear it up before doing so. When confronted by his
previo .us statement that he "tore it up" 2 or 3 days after
February 23, 1973, he replied, "That’s a good observation.
must have had it in l~Iay or June. " He was again asked if he
tore it up and replied his recollection was that upon finding it
whiIe purging his Iiles before his retirement, he became upset
and ’~hysically" placed it in the confidential trash, without
tearing it up. He added at this point that he also placed entire
folders of material in the trash without tearing them up.



make ao~copy of it himself. Felt advised he did not allow
anyunauthorized person to peruse, examine or have the
document in his possession.

Did

When asked to identify those persons, other than himself, who
.had access to his safe, he replied, "Tom Smith, Nell
(Sullivan), and his secre~ry, Carol Tschudy.

He was asked if anyone was present or assisted him in purging
his files and replied, ’[No, he personally reviewed everything
and preserved what he believed was pertinent. " However, he said
he could not positively state "no one else was in his office while
he was destroying the documents from his safe." He was confident
that employees were in and out of his office frequently during th~s
period of time. V/hen asked if it was possible that based upon
the position of the visiting persons chair, whether a ’~isitor"
might have been able to remove a document from the confidential
trash basket while his attention was diverted. He responded
by saying it was possible, but not probable. He had no recollsc~ion
of any outside visitors at that time and said he did not have a log
or diary in which was recorded the identity of visitors to his office.

Felt mentioned that oftentimes when he would depart his office
in the evening, his confidential waste paper container would be
left out for the Security Patrol persons to empty and until
emptied it was left unattended.

you release this document or a copy to John Crewdson ?

Felt replied, ’~No. I was ashamed of it. I did not give it
to the press. "

When was the last time you saw the February 23, 1973 "Gebhardt
to Felt" memorandum ?

Felt was reminded that although this question had been
previously asked, it was being repeated in an e~ort to
establish a firm date. It was his best recollection he last saw it in
May or June, 1973.

9. Do you have it now ? Do you have a copy?

Felt replied wtth two emphatic answers, ’~No. No."



10.

11.

12.

13.

Did you tell anyone that you were responsible for leaking
certain Bureau information ?

Felt replied with an emphatic ’~qo. " He then stated he
wanted to know if someone was accusing him of "leaking
Bureau information?" He stated he felt the entire hanOling
of the interview was degrading to him and it would be to
other Bureau employees, be they past or present. He
wanted to know it" l~.Ir. Kelley knew the Agents were inter-
viewing him and that the interview was taking place in a
motel. He was assured that Mr. Kelley was quite aware of the
place and nature of the interview.

He demanded to know who ordered the investigation and
emphasized his belief that it was being conducted on White
House orders. The Agents promptly told Felt that this was
an "in-house matter" which was being conducted under the
direction and guidance of Assistant Director O. T. Jacobson

..However, the questiombeing asked of him were preparedby
Agents themselves.

Between June 1972 and June 1973, did you permit any member of the
news media to copy or make notes of or from FBI reports, FD-302s
or memorandums ?

Felt replied, ’~No. "

Did you ever release Watergate investigative results to the
news media?

Felt replied, "No, never."

Have you had any discussions with members of the news media
regarding an FBI wiretap on William Safire ?

Felt replied, "No, but he believed Sa[ire was discussed
in the February 26, 1973, memorandum. "

14. In June 1973 did you possess a "Cox to John Keeney of the Department
of Justice" letter setting forth a request for FBI investigations of    i
Donald Segretti and other matters ?

Felt was shown copies of "Cox to Keeney" letter dated June 5,
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15.

1973, and a ’~icGowan to Gebhardt" memorandum dated
June 5, 1973. As to the "Cox" letter, Felt replied that it
didnot ring a bell, but the ’TlcGowan" memorandum did
"ring a bell. " He noted the back of the memorandum contained
his initial. He read the memorandum and said he did recall it,
he did not keep a copy of either communication because o£ the
date (June 5, 1973). -When asked what the significance was
on the date, he pointed out that he was leaving and cleaning out
his files at this time so there would be no need to keep any of
this material in his office. He read both documents a second
time and pointed out that he could not rule out the possibility that
he did not see the "Cox to Keeney letter. "

Felt was asked t~ he ever saw or possessed a letter or
memorandum from "Cox to Ruckelshaus" wherein Cox
requested the FBI to conduct an all-out investigation of
Donald H. Segretti. Felt replied ’~No, I never saw one nor

¯ did I ever have it. "

Did you ever release to the news media the results of the FBi~
investigation regarding Angelo De Carlo and his clemency matter

Felt was show n a copy of a letter from the Acting Director, FBI,
to the Attorney General dated May 23, 1973, captioned "Angelo
De Carlo and others. "

Felt replied, "Oh, yes ! I’m quite familiar with that (I~e Carlo)
case. " After reading the letter, he said he was more familiar
with the case because of the press coverage it received more so
than from the Acting Director’s letter.

He was .asked if he discussed the De Carlo case with Crewdson
or any other news media personnel, the results o~ the FBI’s
investigation in this matter, and he replied, ’~o."

Felt was then asked if he was ever contacted by the news media
regardin~ the De Carlo matter and he replied in the negative
and said if he had been, he certainly would have remembered it.

He stated, in response to the second question in this series, i.e.,
whether or not he released the De Carlo letter to Crmvdson, that
he did not ~lve Crewdson or any other reporter, or anyone
outside the ~BI the results of the De Carlo investigation. Pie
emphasized that in connection with Watergate and the De Carlo
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matters, he had not given "the time of day" to the news
media with the exception o£ the one occasion when Crewdson
called him in.May, 1973. ’

Felt was shown copies of the Washington Post and New York
Times articles pertaining to the FBI’s involvement w ith the 17
wiretaps, which articles appeared iu the respective papers ou
June 12, 1974. lie said he did not see the original oK the iViay 12,
1973, memorandum to Mr. Waiters from Inspector O. T.
Jacobson entitled "~ensitive Coverage Placed at Request of the
.White House," which was partially set forth iu the New York
Times article on June 12, 1974. However, he believes a copy
of it was saved for him because he was out of town at that time.
He said he did not see any files on this matter which were recovere~:
from John Ehrlichman’s White House files.

He said the entire matter of the 17 wiretaps was handled in
those days (1969 - 1971) by Iormer Assistant Director William C.
Sullivan. Sullivan removed the pertinent information !tom the
files and Felt was involved in the investigation in 1971 to locate that
material. Felt said the investigation determined that Sullivan
gave the material to then Assistant Attorney General Robert
Mardian. Mardian allegedly told the then Attorney General
John Mitchell that he, ~ardiau, destroyed the material. Later,
Mardim said he turned the material over to the White House.

16. Did you tell Crewdson of the FBIts effort to locate confidential
wiretap logs at the White House in May 1973 ?

Felt replied, "No." He went on to say that it was Crewdson who
called him. He state~i when he returned from California on or
about l~ay 17, 1973, he fixst learned that the wiretap logs had
been recovered by Acting Director William D. Ruckelshaus when
he, Ruckelshaus, had a press conference. (Note: The press
conference was held on Monday, May 14, 1974). When this da~e
was furnished to Felt, he commented that he must have returnecl
from California on Friday, May 11, 1973, or Saturday, May 12,
1973. Felt advised that within a day or two after his return Irom
California, he met alone with Ruckelshaus in the latter’s o££ice,
at which time Ruckelshaus discussed with him the New York Times
article. Felt at first could not recall if Ruckelshaus had held
his press corderence at the time he met with him, but said it was
very close to tlutt time.

~.~
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Felt advised that Ruckelshaus appeared to be very upset by the
New York Times article and told ~elt that although he was not
accusing him of leaking the story to Crewdson, he wanted t~elt
to lmow that he, in fact, had confirmed to Crewdson, by his
telephonic conversation with him, that the investigation was under
way. Felt said at that time he did not realize he had done so.
Ruckeishaus told him that sometime prior to his press conference
he received a telephone call from a "Fraternity" brother who was
an editor at the New York Times. The editor told Ruckelshaus
that Crewdson had written a story on the FBI investigation into
the 17 wiretaps but he did not agree with the story and questioned
Crewdson as to his source, whereupou Crewdsou said one o.~ his
sources was ’~.,iark Felt" of the FBI. Ruckeishaus said the editor
was calling to confirm that Felt was an employee. Ruckelshaus
said he tried to have the Times withhold printing the story but
was not successful.

According to Felt, Ruckeishaus personallytold Felt that former
Assistant Director William Sullivan was the leak because he was
interviewed and made aware o£ the investigation. It was ]?eli’s
recollection he was informed by Ruckelshaus on the day
iollowing the above meeting in Ruckeishaus’ office that Sullivan
had leaked the information to Crewdson. At that time he displayed
to Ruckelshaus a copy of the New York Times article and marked
sections of it where he had corrected the reporter’s story.

Felt was asked if he told RuckeLshaus he, Felt, was responsible
for leaking the story and he replied, ’~No. " He reiterated that
Ruckeishaus personally told him he knew Sullivan did it.

Felt said he apologized to ttuckelshaus for talking to Crewdson
and told him he was merely ~rying to correct a distorted story.
Felt said again that he did not release any information to
Crewdson re~arding the wiretap inve~igation but in essence
he merely confirmed what Crewdsou already lmew. He said
again that his discussion with Crewdson was merely to protect
the late Director Hoover’s reputation but he couldn’t recall
whether he told that to Crewdson. At this time Felt was again
questioned as to how Crewdson knew where to contact him in
California. He replied that someone at Bureau Headquarters
must have told hin]. He said Crewdson could not have learned
his whereabouts from Mrs. Felt because she was in C~alifornia
with him. When asked if it was not unusual that a reporter be
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furnished the location ofa Bureau official of Felt’s
position, he replied he could not positively say how
Crewdson obtained his location.

When asked to explain why he spoke to Crewdson on the
phone merely because he said who he was, Felt replied that
was a good question -- but ag~tin stated that although the point
was made of talking on the phone to a person ’~[ didn’t know,"
he did it to protect the Bureau. When asked if it was a
collect call, Felt said, ’~No." V~lnen asked i£ it came from
New York, Felt replied, ’~To - Crewdson is with the Washington
office of Times. "

Felt Was asked if he could recall the time of day Crewdson
called him. Felt said he thought it was morning, and added,
’~Remember, there’s a 3-hour time difference between
CaLifornia and Washington, D. C."

Felt was asked if he could be more specific on the date he
spoke with Crewdson. He replied that it had to be be tween
May 3 and May 12, 1973. Ite then added that Crewdson
could have called him on either end of the trip.

He was then asked if he prepared a memorandum rdle cting
the fact that he had a conversation with Crewdson and he said that
he did not. He was asked if, prior to his talk with t~uckelshaus,
he, Felt, told anyone of the call and he said he could not recall
telling anyone.      -,

When asked again why he spoke to Crewdson without first
checking to see if he was who he said he was, Felt said it
didn’t occur to him at that time. He reiterated that he was
trying to protect iV’it. Hoover’s reputation and would do it again.

Between June 1972 and June 1973, how many times did Crewdson
come to your oIIice in the Bure au ?

Felt stated he believes Crewdson came to his office one time
and that was shortly after the New York Times story of May, 1973.
He was contacted by his Secretary and when she told him who was



outside his office seeking to speak with him, Felt said he
told his Secretary, ’~[ don’t want to see him, and I didn’t. "

19.

Did you, during the period June 19’/2 and June 1973, meet with
Crewdson at any time to discuss the FBI’s role in Watergate
matters?

Felt stated that he has never met with Crewdson in his (Felt’s)
oHice, that he did not meet with him during the above time and
had never been to his (Crewdson’s) home nor has Crewdson
been to his (Felt’s) home. He added that he has never met
Crewdson anywhere and has never had any personal physical
contact with him.

Did you release to any member of the news media FD-302s or
copies re£lecting the interviews of Donald H. Segretti or Robert
Benz?

Felt replied~ ’~No."

20.

While Associate Director of the FBI, did you maintain a diary
of your daily contacts ? Did anyone else maintain such a diary
or log for you?

Felt r~plied, ’~No."

Did you ever make the statement that disclosures of FBI inves ti~ttive
results were made to show that the "FBI covered everything in the

i iWatergate inv~tigation 7" If you did, to whom ? , ~

To your knowledge, did your Secretary maintain a diary or appointme:~Lt
schedule at your request?

Felt replied, ’~o, and I’d be surprisedif she did. " He stated
she may have made notes on her desk calendar as he often did~
but like him, he Ieels they were destroyed on a yearly basis.

At this point Mr. Felt was reminded of the consequences of
furnishing a ~alse statement to the Agents. He replied he was
aware of that, otherwise the Agents would never have given him the"rights" form.,                                                   ~ "                   "                       ¯
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In May, ~973, John Crewdson of the New York Times authored an
article relating to the Bureau’s internal investigation to determine
the complete story about the 17 wiretaps installed in 1969- 1971
at the request of the White House. When confronted by then Acting
Director ~V¢illiam Ruc~:el~haus, did you admit to him that you were
the ’~ource of the information?" What was your reasoning in furnishing
Crewdson this information ? Did you receive anything in return?

Felt replied that he already answered this matter when he
described his conversation earlier with Mr. Ruckelshaus. He
denied the inference that he told Ruckelshaus he was the source
of the story. According to Felt, l~uckelshaus was convinced
that FeR was not the leak and stated, t~le either told me it was
Sullivan or he said he (Ruckelshaus) thought it was Sullivan. "

Felt was asked if he, while in California in the early part of
May: 1973: called back to Headquarters to be briefed on the
investigation to locate the logs. Felt said he had no recollection
of doing that. He said he only called back on three occasions.
On one o£ those occasions he spoke with "Bucky" Walters and it
was possible Waiters may have told him how the investigation
was proceeding.

Felt was asked if he told Ruckelshaus he was considering
retirement at that time. Felt saidihe next day after his first
discussion, he went back to see Ruckelshaus and showed him
the New York Times article by Crewdson. He indicated on the
newspaper article, the exact places where he had corrected
the reporter. He said Ruckelshaus made a statement to the
effect, ’~!ou }mow, ])~Iark, I need people around me who are
trustworthy. " Felt said he told Ruckelshaus he did not have to
worry about him~ as he was going to retire by the end of the year~
He said this incident had nothing to do with his retirement. He
said he made the decision when the President appointed Rucke[sha~t
Acting Director of the FBI when Gray resigned. He said, ’~I was
getting disillusioned and disenchanted before that. I knew I
wasn’t going to be the Director. I also knew that the Director
would not be a Bureau official~ but possibly someone down in
the ranks."

He said another reason why Ruckelshaus was upset with him was
due to the fact that the premature release by the New York Times
"stole the thunder" ~rom Ruckelshaus’ press conference.



24. As a result of furnishing such information to the news
medi~, were you. compensated in any manner ?

Felt replied, ’~No --and knows ol no one who ever did.,t

25. What other information or documents or copies did you pass
on to Crewdson?

Felt replied that he never furnished any documents or
information to Crewdson. He categorically denied ever
disseminating any information to any unauthorized persons
which came from Bureau files.

Felt was asked if he had any recollection of a Time Magazine story
in February, 1973, relative to 17 wiretaps involved in the White House in 197L
He said he did. He said the White House and the Department of Justice received
advance copies of the article which resulted in the preparation of the February 26,
~973, letterhead memorandtun. It de,air with an a~egatiou of FBI wiretaps conducted
at the request of the White House. He said John Dean from the Whi te House called
~him and wanted to know whether, the story was true. He said the l~ublic Information
Officer, Jack I-Iuessin (phonetic) of the Department of Justice also called to verffy
the story because the Department wanted to say it was a lie. Felt said he did not
play a role in this matter at that time because of the trouble at Wounded Knee,
South Dakota. He said Thomas Smith of Division 5 personally prepared a "letterhead
memorandum" dated February 26, 1973~ on this matter.
it himself.

Smith, as Felt learned, typec
!

According to Felt, he has learned from the Special Prosecutor’s Office
that Edward Miller, then Assistant Director of Division 5, claimed that he, l~£iiler,
personally handed Felt ~t sealed envelope which contained the original and one
copy of the letterhead memorandum. Felt said he has no recollection of this
happening. He said he also found out from the Special Prosecutor’s Office that
Gray said he, Gray, did not see it aud that it had lain in his "hold box" for about
three weeks. Felt said this could be true but he (Felt) believes Gray may have
seen it before that and just routed it to the Department of Justice. He h~s no proof
of this ever happening. He maintains, however, that he has no recollection of having
seen the memorau~ium. He did state that about two months ago he testified before
a Federal Grand Jury. Pie also checked at that same time with Miller to refresh
his memory on the memorandum. Miller still maintained he gave it to Felt. Felt
was asked if he had the original or a copy of the memorandum and he replied in the
negative.
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Felt then returned to the matter of leaks and stated that he was
shown an FD-302 of an interview of former Attorney General John N. lVlitchell
in 1973, wherein Mitchell said that "Felt" was the leak in the Bureau.

Felt was asked if Crewdson wrote for Time Magazine. He replied
that Crewdson wrote for the New York Times while Sandy Smith wrote for Time
Magazine. Felt said Smith made a lot of friends in the Bureau when he worked in
Chicago for a local paper. Felt believes Smith still receives inside stories
from someone at the Bureau.

Felt was asked if he ever told anyone that he was "next in line" to
be Director and he replied that he never made that statement. Felt said that when
a lot of material was being leaked in the last few years, he believed that one source
was Harold Leinbaugh (phonetic) of Crime Records. Pie said he understands Leinbaugi~
may now be at the Whit~ House. He said Leinbaugh was a close friend of Sullivan’s.

Going back to the subject o£ the February 26, 1973, memorandum again,
auv~e~ ~or ~ome reason he feels that Smlh~

that date. He feels it was prepared at another time, but-has ao proof

Felt then digressed and stated that this whole matter of the wiretaps
stemmed from the Daniel ElLsberg problem. He said that the Bureau was asked
to do a check and see if there was an "overhear" and, of course, the reply was
negative. But sometime during the invest igation to locate the logs, some clerk
in the "plant" recalled the (l~:orton) Halperin tap and Ellsberg’s name. When the
logs were located and this was ver£fied, a special memorandum was prepared
for Ruckelshaus to be seat to the Department. Ruckeishaus did not send the
memorandum on through; instead, he wrote another memorandum "through"
Carl Erdley and only that explanation was transmitted to Judge Byrne in CalMornia.
A~ a result the Ellsberg case was ~smissed, but had ~uckelshau~ sent the
original explanation, Felt believed that the matter would have been treated
differently and the case never dropped. Felt also recalled that the Elisberg
overhear was actually when Ellsberg was a guest in Halperin’s home.

Felt said he did not think that the Agents would ever identify the person
or persons leaking t.he information from Bureau files. Pie said he would do all he
could to help in any way with the investigation and it" they had other questions to ask,
the Agents were free to recoatact hhu.

He also stated that if there was some way he could help in reconstructing
the documents that Segretti allegedly saw, he would be willing to do so. Felt a~so
volunteered that contrary to what some magazine articles have stated, he was not
the individual known as ’~Deep Throat" in the book entitled, "AllThe. President’s



"written by Robert ¥/oodward atld Carl Bernstein.
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Deep Throat If It Isn’t Tricia It Must Be...
The best gossip in town these days is" the ~.Vhowantcd to knife the .Nixon Admlnis-
Deep Throat guessing game. Who is the
highly placed Nixon Administration source
who gave so much guidance to Bob Wood-
ward and Carl ~ernstein’s ll,’ashMgto~ Post
investigation of XVatergate? How many of
the Deep Throat clues in XVoodxvard and
Bernstein’s book, All tl.w President’s Me1~,
can be believed~

Some insiders think Deep Throat is more
than one source-that the character was in-
vented by the authors to give readers of the
book something to talk about. Post reporters
are inclined to disagree-they think there
was a single important source who helped
unravel the story. But ahnost no one is will-
h~g to believe that Woodward and Bernstein
are about to give away any clues that might
actually lead to their most important source.

A lot of names are being bandied about.
People magazine says Deep Throat was Pat
Gray, FB! director from May 1972 to April
1973. Another FBI favorite is William Sulli-
van, an assistant FBI director fired by J.
Edgar Hoover and then rehabilitated by the
Nixon Adnfinistration after Hoover’s death
in May 1972..Much speculation centers on
assistants to key White House people-how
ahout Fred Fieiding, assistant to John Dean?

Like a good detective, let’s ignore all of
~Voodward and Bernstein’s red herrings and
look at motive and opportunity and method.

tration in the back? ~\’ho had access to al!
the infornlation as it was developed? ~\"ho
had the savvy and the resources to use
Woodward and Bernstein as the conduit?

Gray o* Sullivan had access to the infor-
mation. But what’s their motive? Both were
Nixon people who had everything to gain
by protecting the President. Unless one of
them was a flamiug idealist, and there is uo
reason to think either was, they should be
eliminated from the game. Ahnost everyone
at the White House--from Chuck Colson
Harry Dent to Robert Finch to Leonard
Garment to Fred Fielding-is a possibility.
The potential access is there and the motive
-idealism or revenge against the tlaldeman-
Ehrlichman gang-is a possibility. But it
would have been a very dangerous ga~ne for
a key White House oNcial to play alone-
all those signals and secret meetings. Henry
Peterson, the head of the Justice Depart-
ment’s Crinfinal Division and the man Nixon
thought was keeping the lid on the investi-
gation, is another possibility. He had access
but again it would have been a very hard
game for him to play alone and there isn’t
much motive.

Who did have motive and opportunity
and method?~;XVho hated what Nixon was
doing to him? Who had access to all the
material? Who had the resources to set

asystem to leak it?
°l’he FBI, that’s who. Not Gray- or Sulli

van, but the old-line Hoover people who
were being harassed and offendcd and fired
by Nixon and Mitchell anti Gray and Sulli-
van. You want to take ou the FB1, Mr.
President? You want to shove Pat Gray
down our throats? You want to tear down
the organization John Edgar Hoovcr built
over flmr decades? You want to let a lot of
smart boys with thcir shirttails hanging out
tell us how to do our job?

Read the Fcbruary 28 and March
Presidential transcripts and then try some-
onc like Mark Felt on for size. A Hoover
loyalist and numbcr-two man to Pat Gray.
he had every reason and resource for lcakinv
the ~Vatcrgatc sxory and destroying

kVhy would someone like Fclt pick
Woodward amt Bcrustcin? ~Vhv not? XVhv
pick someone like Jeremiah O’i.eary of
Star-Nears who has bccn gctting FBI leaks
for )ears? Why not pick the last two re-
porrcrs who ~wmld cxcr be suspected of
bcing FBI conduits?

Thc story of how XVoodward and Bern-
stcin brought down rhc king is almost as
good as the ~ratcrgatc story itself; it tells
you an awful lot more about how things
happen in Washington. Watch this spacc for
more on the subiccr.

I’ve Got You Under My Skin Acupuncture on Trial
Acupuncture clinics here are
needling the DC Medical So-
ciety.

Two states and the District
allow acupuncture clinics to op-
erate, but the DC Medical So-
ciety, led by president Dr. Clif-
ton Gruver, wants to reduce
that number to taro states,
period. DC City- Council hear-
ings on the issue scheduled for
May 28 and 30 promise a
spirked confrontation.

Thousands of patients treated
by acupuncture in the past year
sxvear by the ancient Chinese
medical art. Yet there is no
legislation here to set and main-
tain standards, no licensing of
acupuncturists, no authority to
censure those who engage in
unethical conduct.

Despite the enormous pub-
liciry acuptmcmre has received
since President Nixon’s visit to
China two years ago, nobody
knows exactly how or why it
works. In the ahsence of ac-
curate scientific informatio,~
that might help establish legal
guidelines, acupuncture clinics
here have been established un-
tier cxisring medical codes that

allow a technician (the Ori-
ental acupuncturist) to apply
the needles to a patient- if a
licensed AID supervises.

Dr. Gruver and the DC Medi-
cal SocieW have a number of
complaints:

--They are concerned about
unvanitary conditions.

--They are afraid of patients;
being bilked by any paramedic
hanging out a quickie diploma
from Hong Kong’

--They are concerned about
blatant advertising and produc-
tion-line doctoring.

Reputable acupuncture clinics
want regulation and enforce-
ment as much as the medical
socicry. The question then re-
mains whether the medical so-
ciety is afraid to acknowledge
the value of acupuncture tech-
niques. The DC City Council
hearings may determine whether
acupuncture will get a chance
in Washington, or whether
~Ves-tern science and the con-
scrvative American Medical As-
sociation will hhmt all those
twirling nccdlcs.
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open court.)

MARK FELT, called as a witness by

the goverr~nent,, having been first duly s~orn, testi-

fied as follows:

DIRECT EX~4INATION

BY MR. WING:

Q

A

A

Mr. Felt, by whom are you employed?

I am self-employed at the present time.

What is your occupation?

I am engaged as. a lecturer and as a consultant

for Computer ¯Sciences Corporation.

Q     And during the years 1971 and 1972, by whom were

you employed?

A I was employed by the FBI during that period.

Q How long were you employed by the FBI?

A 31-1/2 years.

¯ And in 1971, what was your position with the

Bureau?

A    Beginning in July of i971, I was promoted to the

position of Deputy Associate Director, which is the No. 3

position, or was the No. 3 position in the FBI.

Then on Mr. IIooever’s death, shortly thereafter,

I was appointed to the position of Acting Associate Director~

SOUTHERN DISTRICT COURT REPORTERS, U.S. COURTHOUSE
FOLEY SQUARE, NEW YORK, N.Y. CO 7-4580
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No. 2 position.

Q     And can you tell us very briefly what your duties

were in those positions#

A     In both positions,, it was somewhat of a chief-

of~staff-type operation. I had to oversee all of the oper-

ations and keep the director advised and to consult with

him about what was going on.

I’d like to direct your attention to December

22, 1971.

Did you meet with John Mitchell on that day?

A Yes, I did. ..

Q Do you recall what time the meeting took place?

A I think it was in the ~brninq.

Q Referring to Government’s Exhibig 5B, Mr.Mitchell’

log for 1971, it reflects at 10:35, "Saw Mr. Felt, As-

sistent to Drector FBI."

Is that the time, Mr. Felt?

A That’s close, yes.

Q Mr. Felt, was anyone else present at this meet-

ing?

A NO.

MR. WING: Your Honor, I will advise the jury

this conversation is being offered solely against Mr.

Mitchell.

SOUTHERN DISTRICT COURT REPORTERS. U.S, COURTHOUSE
FOLEY SQUARE. NEW YORK, N.Y. CO 7-4580
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¯ Felt, what was the conversation?

MR. BONNER: I object to it.

My client was not present .................. ~ -

THE COURT: Very well, it is not being offered

against Mr. Stans but solely against Mr. Mitchell.

V~ry well.

Q What was the conversation, Mr. Felt?

A There was an exchange of pleasantries and then

Mr. Mitchell wanted to know if the FBI had a representative

in Berne, Switzerland, and I told him that that was cor-

rect, the FBI did.

Then he told me that"he was interested in a Mr.

Vesco, a prominent American businessman.

He said that this Mr. Vesco had been arrested in

Switzerland and put in jailov6r there, and he wanted to

know what the circumstances were, whether or not anything

was wrong or whatever we could find out about it.

I told him that we would make that inquiry for

him and I. then took steps to see that a cablegram was

¯ sent to our representative over in Berne.

Q     Do you recall any further conversation with

John Mitchell at that time?

A    No.

Q ~ Had you known Mr. Mitchell prio~ to that meeting?

SOUTHERN DISTRICT COURT REPORTERS, U.S. COURTHOUSE
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A I think so. I have met him on a few occasions,

not too many, and I am sure I met him before-thit. ~ ’

Q Had you ever met him in h’is office before that?

A I don’t believe so.

Q Do you see Mr. Mitchell in the courtroom today?

Do I see him here?

Yes.

A Oh, yes.

Could you identify him for the record?

A     Yes, he is the man on the right at the rear, rear

counsel table.

MR. WING: May the re~ord reflect the witness

has correctly identified the defendant..

THE COURT: Yes.

DISTRICT COURT REPORTERS. LI.S. COURTHOUSE
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Q

the information requested by Mr. Mitchell?

Yes, I did.

Felt - direct 4640

Mr. Felt, did you take certain action to obtain

I instructed subordinates to send the necessarv

cab!egrame,- serting out the background, what it was that was

needed, explaining who wanted it and so forth, and requested

that it be handled promptly and that a return ~e sent.

Anda cablegram was sent the same day.

Q Did you have the information by the following

day, December 23, 1971?

A No.

Q Did you have a telephone conversation with John

.Mitchell on that day?

A I can’t recall for sure whether we did or not.

Q Referring again to Government’s Exhibit 5B, the

record reflects a phone call, "8:40, called Mr. Felt, FBI.~’

Doyou have any recollection of that cenversa-

tion, Mr. Felt?

A No, I can’t say that I do.

Q Was a memorandum eventuallyprepared and sent tc

the Attorney-General Mitchell relating to Mr. Vesco?

A     Yes, about a week later, the information was

received, and summarized in the form of a memorandum to

Mr. Mitchell and was sent to him through the ordinary



Felt - direct

for identificatien.

May we mark Government ’.s . Exhibit ¯ 121

cation. )

Q

(Government’s Exhibit 121 marked for identifi-

Showing you 121, can you identify that document?

Yes, I can. This is the FBI copy of the memoran-A

dum which was sent to the Attorney-General. I have initiale

it. I-~as the one who supervised removing it from the file

and bringing it to you previously. This is my initia! on

here on the date that I gave it to you.

Q And does that memcrandum bear a n~mber of other

initials of other persons on various parts of the page?

A Yes, i~ does. This memorandum bears the initials

of the person who prepared it, everyone who approved it,

including my. own initial of approval at the time that it

was sent.

It indicates that it was sent to Mr. Hoover’s

office, and that itwas--let’s see, then i1:59 a.m., it

looks like, this would mean that sent from the Director’s

Office at that time to the Attorney-General’s office.

Q On what date was it sent, Mr. Felt?

12/29/71.

MR. WI~G: The Government offers 121 into evi-

SOUTHERN DISTRICT COURT REPORTERS, U.S. COURTHOUSE
FOLEY SQUARE, NEW YORK. N.Y. CO 7-4580
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dence.

MR. BONNER:

refer to my client.

MR. WI[~G:

VOIR DIRE EXAMINATION

BY MR. FLEMING:

A

Felt - direct 4642

I object to _it.,. sir:. It does .not

It is offered only against Mr. Mitchel

Mr. Felt, is there a receipt on this copy?

When you say "receipt", can you define that for

me, do you maan a receip~ from the Attorney-General’s office

A Something like that, yes.

A No, I ~ould have no way from this document of

seeing whether or not it was actually delivered to the

Attorney-General.

yes.

MR. FLEMING:

THE CDURT:

MR. WING:

THE COURT:

I object to it.

It may be marked for identification.

Your Honor sustains the objection?

You may mark it for identification,

MR. WING: -The Government would offer it.

THE.COURT: May I see it.

If you will indicate the procedures that were

usually followed in that office--

MR. ~~ING: Very well, your Honor.

Q Mr. Felt, you said that there was something cn

SOUTHERN DISTRICT COURT REPORTERS, U.S. COURTHOUSE
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zated it had been sent out at a particular

time and I think you also said, sent in-the .ordinary course

of the normal course.

Can you tell us what the ordinary course was

for delivering a memorandum such as that to the Attorney-

General?

A Well, a number of memoranda would be delivered to

the Attorney-General on almost every working day.

Anything .going directly to the Attorney-General

always had to be personally approved by Mr. Hoover, so that

.it went into his personal office so that he could see it.

To indicate that it had been sent out his office had a littl

stamp that they put on here and that’s what this stamp-here

is on the bottom, which says, "Sent from DO" which means

sent from Director’s Office and then underneath that is

time, which is 11:59 a.m., date, 12/29/71, and then under

that, the initials of the person who actually handled this

particular document, and I can’t be sure, it looks .like this

might be TLB or TLP, ~but I can’t tell and I don’t know who

it is.

But in the normal course of business, these were

carried to the Department or to the Attorney-General as in

this case, and no receipt was required. The volume of mail

would’be took heavy to take receipts in every instance and

SOUTHERN DISTRICT COURT REPORTERS, U,S. COURTHOUSE
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3

MR. WING:

THE COURT: Yes, you may.

(Mr. Ning re~d to" the ju~y from Government’s

Exhibit 121. )

May I read it to the jury, your Honcr.

known as OIS?

A

Mr. Felt, is Investment Overseas Services commonl

Yes.

(Mr. Wing continued reading from Government’s

Exhibit 121. ) ................ ~

Q Was the second page of this exhibit also sent

over with the~emorandum, Mr. Felt?

A No. The second page is an administrative nota-

tion, which would have not gone to the Attorney-General.

MR. ~vKNG: I will withdraw that part of the

exhibit, your Honor.

THE COURT: All right.

Mr. Felt, early .in 1972, did th_ere come a tiie

when you had another conversaticn with John Mitchell

relating to Vesco?

As I recall, it was on or about the !9th ofA Yes.

January, 1972.

I received a telephone call from ~.tr. Mitchell,

and he referred back to our previous conversations about

Robert Vesco.

COURT REPORTERS_U.S. COURTHOUSE
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Felt - direct 4646

On this occasion he asked whether or not the

FBI had representatives in.Beirut,. Lebanon, and I tQld him

tha~ we did.                                                    ~.

He said that he would like to send a message to

the Ambassador but through the FBI communications channel

because he didn’t want to go through the State Department

channel.

He explained that Mr. Vesco, who was a prominent

American-businessman was in Lebanon and having some diffi-

culty in making negotiations there or in getting whatever

assistance he wanted from the U. S. Embassy. So he had

requested that a message be sent for relating to the

Ambassador to the effect that~;~r. Vesco was highly regarded

by the Attorney-General and by the Administration and that

any cooperatien they could give to him would be appreciated.

So a cablegram to this effect was sent. I didn’t

send it, but I issued the necessary instructions to have it

sent.

Q In that conversation, Mr. Felt, did Mr. Mitchell

say why it should not go ,through the State Department?

A No, he did not.

May we mark Government’s Exh~blt 122MR. WING:

for identification.

tion. )

(Government’s Exhibit 122 marked fo~ identifica-

SOUTHERN DISTRICT COURT REPORTERS, U.S. COURTHOUSE
FOLEY SQUARE. NEW YORK. N.Y. CO 7.d580
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Felt- direct 4647

Q Showing you Government’s Exhibit 122, can yeu

identify that document?

A Yes. This is the copy from the FBI file of the

cablegram which was sent to the Legal Attache, the FBI

representative in Beirut. It’s dated January 19, 1972.

Q Is that a verbatim copy of the cable?

A This is a verbatim copy, yes.

Q Is that record made and kept in the r~gular

course of FBIbusiness?

A Yes.

Q And was it in the regular course of FBI business

to make and keep such a record?

A Yes.

MR. WING: The Government offers Government’s

Exhibit 122-into evidence.

MR. BO~~NER: I object to it.

MR. WING: It’s offered solely against Mr.

Mitchell.

sation with Mr. Mitchell on the 19th of January?

(Government’s Exhibit 122 received in evidence.)

Mr. Felt, do you recall the time of your conver-

A No, I don’t.

Q Referring to Government’s Exhibit 5C, Mr. Mitche!

log for early 1972, it reflects a call on January 19th,

3: 25, "called Mr. Felt and talked."
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Felt - direct 4648

Is that the call you have been referring to?

A

it must be.

MR. WING:

your Honor?

THE COURT:

I can’t be positive at this time but I’m sure

May I read the exhibit to the jury,

Yes, you may.

(Mr. Wing read to the jury from Government’s

Exhibit 122.)

A

Could you tell us what LEGAT is?       ..

That’s an abbreviation for "Legal attache"

and legal attache is the title preferred by the State

Department for FBI agents assigned as liaison with the

-embassies. They were called legal attaches and that was

abbreviated LEGAT.

Q That’s in effect the FBI man in that particular

embassy, is that correct?

A I beg your pardon?

Q In effect, that’s the title of the FBI man in

that embassay, is that correct?

A Yes.

(Mr. ~;ing continued reading from Government’s

Exhibit 122.)

MR. WING: I have no further questions.

SOUTHERN DISTRICT ’COURT REPORTERS, U.S. COURTHOUSE
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CROSS EXAMI[,~ATI ON

~BY MR. FLEMING:

Q

A

Mr. Felt, when did you.leave the FBI?

The last official, day of duty that I was on the

rolls was June 22, 1973.

Q How long had you been with the Bureau?

A Since January 26, 1942.

Q And you had risen to the position of third in

the Bureau? ......................................

tWO.

Q

died?

A

Q

A

No. At the time I retired my. position was number

Well, I take it that this was after the director

That l--

After the director, Mr. Hoover, had died?

Yes. At the time of the material we are talking

about, I was in the number three position.

Q Third to Mr. Hoover?

A Yes.

And Mr. IIoover died.

Yes.

When was that, sir?

Mr. Hoover died on May 6th, 1972.

And was it your desire to succeed to the director

SOUTHERN DISTRICT COURT REPORTERS, U.S, COURTHOUSE
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Felt - cross 4650

Honor~

A

MR. WI~.]G: I obj@ct to the relevance, your-

THE COURT: I will permit it.

I would have liked that, yes.

Did you seek it?

No, I did not.

You did not ask that you be considered to be

Director of the FBI?

A No. I did not.

in any way.

resign?

A

We were not consulted about it

14hen you were not appointed director, did you

’~o. No, I stayed for about five months, I would

say, after that.

Q

wasn’t it?

A

But that was the basis of your resignation,¯

THE COURT :

question or the answer.

MR. FLEHIi’~G:

MR. FLEMING: Well, I will withdraw that.

No, it wasnot.

MR. FLEMING: I have withdrawn the question.

THE WITNESS: I withdraw the answer.

I instruct the jury not to regard the

~1ow we know that Mr. Felt is an

SOUTHERN DISTRICT COURT REPORTERS. U.S. COURTHOUSE
FOLEY SQUARE, HEW YORK, N.Y, CO 7-4580
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agent.

Q Now, would your office in Berne, Switzerland

have a record or have you been able to determine the

ultimate resolution of this.casa of Tucker against Vesco?

I’m not~sure that they would have. had any file

information~but I’m sure that h~ would be able to obtain

the ultimate resolution of the matter.

In other words, if Mr. Wing had asked you or

had asked the FBI to find out through the Berne office

what had happened to the case against Mr. Vesco, the FBI

in Berne.

A

your Bonor.

could have found that ouu?

Yes.

MR. WING: I would 6~bject to the relevance of it,

THE~COURT: I will permft it.

A

is, January, 1972, was sent as a result of a tele’

to you by Mr. Mitchell?

A

I think so.

Now, you say’that this telegram of 1/19/72, that

9hone call

Which one of the two?

The cablegram to LEGAT in Beiruit?

Yes.

Did you make a memorandum of that telephone call?

¯ A NO, I did not.

5OUTHERN DISTRICT COURT REPORTERS. U,S. COURTHOUSE
FOLEY S(~UARI~. N~’W YORK, N.Y. CO 7-4580
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Did you make notes of that telephone call?

Yes. I made notes, very abbreviated-notes-to
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the language that the Attorney-General used.

Q You don’t have those notes? .

A No, I don’t.

Q ._ What happened to those notes.

A I am sure I destroyed them at the end of the day.

MR. FLEMING: You think so, could we ask the

Government to determine the outcome of.the Vesco case in

Switzerland?

MR.I~I~G: I think that Mr. Fleming knows that the

Government knows and the Goverhment knows that he knows.

MR. FLEMING: I didntt hear what Mr. Wing said.

recess.

THE COURT :

Go ahead.

MR: FLEMING:

THE COURT:

MR. WING:

THE COURT :

will take it up at the next

I have nothing further, your Honor.

Anything further?

I have nothing further.

All right.

(Witness excused. )

THE COURT: Ca!l your n~xt witness.

MR. PeAYHILL: The Government calls Hug~ Sloan,

MR. ~;I[IG: Your~Honor, could we approach the side







PRESENCE OF MIND

Who Was Deep Throat?
An investigative reporter enlists his journalism students to help him
solve VVatergate ’s most intriguing puzzle ~ B v W ~ ¯ , ~ A M G ~ ~ N E S

AFTER 36 YEARS as a full-time re-
porter at the Chicago Tribune, I retired
in 1999 to teach journalism at the Uni-
versity of Illinois at Urbana-Cham-
paign. During that first semester, as the
students searched for an investigative
project to tackle, I showed themAllthe
President’s Men. This 1976 movie is
based on the book by Washington Post
reporters Bob Woodward and Carl
Bernstein, who won a Pulitzer Prize for
the Post in 1973 for their stories about
the political scandal known as Water-
gate. The fdm, starring Robert Redford
as Woodward and Dustin Hoffman as
Bernstein, accurately portrays how in-
vestigative reporters comport them-
selves, ask questions, conduct inter-
views, even the unobtrusive way they
hold a notebook. What most intrigued
the students, however, were the secret
meetings between the Woodward char-
acter and a high-level government offi-
cial, played by Hal Holbrook, that the
book referred to only as Deep Throat.
The name echoes a 1972 pornographic
movie and plays off the term "deep
background," or information provided
to a reporter on the condition that the
source be neither identified nor quot-
ed directly,

Deep Throat met with Woodward
seven times between September 1972
and May 1973 to help the two reporters
break several stories about the in-
volvement of Nixon administration of-
ficials in the June 17, I97~, burglary of
the Democratic National Committee
headquarters at the Watergate office-
ap~rrtment-.hotel complex in North-
west Washington. (The burglars, who
were seeking information that could
be used against Democrats in the up-
coming elections, were indicted later

With tips from a secret source they called Deep Throat, Washington Post reporters

Bob Woodward (left) and Carl Bernstein helped break the Watergate scandal,

for conspiracy, burglary; wiretapping
and planting secret listening devices.)

The Post’s stories, along with those
of other newspapers and several rulings
byJudgeJolm Sirica, the chief judge for
the U.S. District Court for the District
of Columbia and the Watergate trials,
led to televised hearings in the U.S.
Senate about the break-in. From these,
a riveted nation learned about an ad-
ministration coverup of the break-in
and a covert White House operation
that engaged in burglary and political
spying. The hearings were followed by
impeachment proceedings by the Ju-
diciary Committee of the House of
Representatives. But before the full
House could vote on whether the
president should be impeached,
Nixon resigned on August 9, I974, and
Vice President Gerald Ford was sworn

in as president. At least ’9 high-level
officials and other conspirators would
plead guilty to or be convicted of vari-
ous crimes related to Watergate.

Besides adding the sufte~x "-gate" to
our lexicon as an indicator of scandal,
and evoking campaign finance reform
bills, Watergate resulted in a lasting
public distrust of government. It also
left one of the century’s most intrigu-
ing political mysteries unsolved.

For the past 30 years, guessing the
identity of Deep Throat has become
something of a parlor game among
journalists, pundits and conspiracy
theorists. At least three books and
scores of articles have delved into the
identity of Deep Throat. The list of
likely suspects has included former
White House aide and current net-
work anchor Diane Sawyer; Nixon’s
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Why; my students asked, was Deep
Throat’s identity still not known?
chief of staff, Alexander Haig; acting
FBI director Patrick Gray; and John
Sears, one of Nixon’s deputy counsels.
At the same time, some have argued
that Deep Throat wasn’t one person
but a composite of several sources,
while others have posited that he was
merely a literary invention.

Woodward and Bernstein have both
said they will not reveal their secret
source’s name until the individual dies,
although Woodward did disclose that
Deep Throat was a living male. Like-
wise, Ben Bradlee, executive editor of
the Washington Post during the Water-
gate era, has said he knows Deep
Throat’s identity but won’t divulge it.
About 75 archival boxes, containing
more than zSo notebooks, assorted
t~des, galleys for the book All the Presi-
dent’s Men, and photographs, which the
University of Texas bought for $5 mil-
lion this past April, will be available to
the public in the fall of 2oo4. But doc-
uments referring to Deep Throat and
other confidential sources will be kept
sealed in an undisclosed location until
the sources’ deaths.

Wh)~ my students asked, was Deep
Throat’s identity still not known after
so manyyears? It was not an easy ques-
tion to answer. \Valt Harrington, a fel-
low journalism professor at the Univer-
sity of Illinois, once told me he had
heard Bradlee say that anyone wanting
to learn Deep Throat’s identity should
search a computer database for Water-
gate figures who were actually in Wash-
ington at the time of those meetings.
To my knowledge, no one had ever
done so. Though few organizations
would have the resources or motivation
to unmask Deep Throat, it seemed a
challenging pursuit for my students.

The students read autobiographies
of potential suspects and filled a com-
puter spreadsheet with dates, meetings,
events and other information. During
eight semesters, about 6o undergradu-
ate and graduate students pored over
more than 16,ooo pages of FBI reports

on micro£dm in our university library; as
well as all the newspaper stories Wood-
ward and Bernstein had written in the
first two years of the scandal. From
those documents, they concluded that
only a member of the FBI or the White
House would have had access to the in-
formation Deep Throat evidently
leaked to Woodward. Later, we con-
cluded that Deep Throat could not be
in the FBI after we found a quote in a
1973 Woodward and Bernstein Post
story attributed to a "White House"
source that was similar in wording to
one attributed to Deep Throat in All the
President’s Men. In an unpublished early
draft of that book, we also read that nei-
ther reporter had FBI sources. The ad-
mission was later excised, in our view, to
protect Deep Throat’s identity.

We obtained the i97z and ’73 White
House staff directories, which listed 7z

people in high-level jobs; of those, 39
were living males. The students then
ruled out anyone not working at the
White House between September i972
and May ~973, the period when Deep
Throat met with Woodward. Newspa-
per reports showed that some promis-
ing Deep Throat candidates, including
Chief of S taffAlexander Haig, were out
of the country during the time of those
meetings. Because the reporters had
written that Deep Throat drank Scotch
whisky and smoked, the students also
eliminated confirmed teetotalers and
nonsmokers.

That left just seven candidates:
Patrick Buchanan, speechwriter and
special assistant to Nixon and later a
newspaper columnist and presidential
candidate; Stephen Bull, a personal aide
to Nixon; David Gergen and Raymond
Price, both speechwriters; Jonathan
Rose, attorney for regulatory affairs;
Gerald Warren, deputy press secretary;
and Fred Fielding, an attorney and as-
sistant to White House chief legal
counsel John Dean.

In June zooz, "Dateline NBC" inter-
viewed the students about our project.



The students said the leading candidate
was Buchanan. But a month later, one
of them, Jessica Heckinger, got a note
from him: "Please thank the class for
me--for the unanimous vote. It is one
of the few primaries I have won, out-
side of the Reform Party where I won
them all. However, you made some
mistakes. Buchanan gave up smoking
on the China trip (February ’72) and
Buchanan has no motive." It was not a
flat-out denial, but most of the students
and I found Buchanan’s remarks per-
suasive. We struck him from the list.

A few weeks later, we got a break.
We were trying to determine who on
our shortlist would have had knowl-
edge of the secret slush fund controlled
by members of Nixon’s reelection cam-
paign committee. This money bank-
rolled the Watergate burglars.

Judith Hoback, a bookkeeper for
Nixon’s reelection campaign commit-
tee, was the general accountant for the
fund. In All the President’s Men, Hoback

William Gaines (above) and his students
keep their Watergate research updated

at deepthroatuncovered.com.

says that soon after the break-in, she
deduced that the money she was dis-
bursing might have something to do
with the burglar)~ so she approached
the FBI. She told them that cash dis-
bursements of more than $5o,ooo
apiece were given to committee offi-
cials Herbert Porter andJeb Magruder.

In their book, Woodward and Bern-
stein recalled that Hoback had revealed
her suspicions about a slush fund to
Woodward in an interview. Before the
pair published a story about the secret
fund in the Post, they confirmed the in-
formation, including the amounts, with
Deep Throat.

The breadth of Deep Throat’s in-
formation surprised my students. How
could he have knowledge of the reelec-
tion committee’s secret finances?

The students learned that the FBI
had shared some of its findings with the
White House counsel, John Dean. We
did not consider Dean himself to be a
candidate because he had left the
White Hous~ in April z973. This led us
to Dean’s assistant, Fred Fielding, who
was already on our shortlist.

In the fall of zooz, student Thomas
Rybarczyk dug up a June ~973 letter
from Fielding that noted that Dean had
given him a summary of a July z97z FBI
report detailing Hoback’s account of
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the cash transactions. However,
Hoback’s recollections of the disburse-
ments were mistaken; she had initially
provided the FBI as well as Woodward
and Bernsteinwith incorrect figures. In
fact, Magruder had received $zo,ooo,
not the $5o,ooo she remembered. Cu-
riously; though, Deep Throat had con-
firmed the incorrect figures, which sug-
gests that he gleaned the information
from the FBI report given to Dean.

Other clues started pointing us to-
ward Fielding. For instance, Woodward
and Bernstein omitted Fielding’s name
from stories about the White House
counsel’s office. Leaving a key source’s
name out era story is a journalistic com-
monplace; it not only protects sources
but prevents rival reporters from learn-
ing the identity of a valuable informant.

As far as we could determine, Field-
ing shared Deep Throat’s taste for ciga-
rettes and whisk~ He had access to
information that Deep Throat corrob-
orated for Woodward and Bernstein.
And as student Robert Breslin found
in 2ooz, Fielding even fit a characteri-
zation of the mysterious source that
Woodward and Bernstein deleted from
that early; unpublished draft of their
book. The reporters wrote that Deep
Throat was "perhaps the only person in
government in a position to possibly
understand the whole scheme and not
be a potential conspirator himself."

Fielding, who helped Dean run the
White House’s law office during the
growing Watergate crisis, left the
White House before Nixon resigned

and returned to private law practice. In
I98L he became chief counsel to Pres-
ident Reagan and served in the White
House for another five years before
again returning to private practice.
Fielding became a member of the
Bush-Cheney transition team in 2ooo.
In 2002, he became a member of the
National Commission on Terrorist At-
tacks Upon the United States. Today; at
age 64, he is a senior partner in the law
firm Wiley Rein & Fielding LLP in
Washington, D.C.

In ~978, Bob Haldeman, Nixon’s
first chief of staff, wrote in his book The
Ends of Power about his belief that Field-
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The class fingered Nixon’s deputy
counsel Fred Fielding (above, in 1978).

ing was Deep Throat and that "only
Dean, or his associate, had access from
the White House to the CRP [Commit-
tee to Re-elect the President], the FBI
and the Justice Department duringWa-
tergate." Fielding denied the charge at
the time. But Woodward has said, as re-
cently as October of this year at a lec-
ture, that "Deep Throat is a source who
lied to his family, to his friends and col-
leagues denying that he had helped us."
(Fielding did not respond to SMITHSON-
I~ magazine’s request for comment.)

When my students contacted
Woodward during the first semester of
the investigation and asked him if he
would talk to us about our investigations
of Deep Throat, he declined. When we
approached Carl Bernstein to ask him
about our final seven suspects, he de-
nounced our project, saying it under-
mined journalistic principles to reveal
the identity of a confidential source.

On April zz of this year, at a press
conference in the Watergate Hotel, I
announced that my students and I had
deduced that Fred Fielding was indeed
Deep Throat. The next day, I got an e-
mail from John Dean: "I’11 bet you a
hundred dollars that you’re wrong
about Fielding."

I took the bet. ©

WILLIAM GAINES earned a Pulitzer
Prize reporting for the Chicago Tribune.

2003 Smithsonian 121
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Deep Throat? ~ . Howard Baker
¯ FBI Theory ¯ " Robert Bork
¯ CIA Theory Pat Buchanan
° White House Theory Archibald Cox

Charles Colson
The identity of Bob Woodward’s i",i:, :’                John Dean

Dolebackground source during Watergate j.B?Ebhrlichmanremains the best-kept secret in American
politics and journalism. Only four people,!. I Ervin
on theplanet are known to have the Haldeman
name ,- Woodward; his partner, Carl Deep Throat?.~ ’ ’ E. Howard Hunt
Bernstein; Ben Bradlee, the former G. Gordon Liddy

Jeb Magruderexecutive editor of The Washington Post; and of course, James McCordDeep Throat himself. John Mitchell
Richard Nixon

In "All the President’s Men," their 1974 account of the Charles Ruff
Watergate scandal, Woodward and Bernstein describe Donald Segretti
their source as holding an extremely sensitive position in. i~ Earl Silbert
the executive branch, and as one "who could be contacted .John Sirica
only on very important occasions." Dubbed "Deep Throat" Hugh Sloan
by managing editor Howard Simons after a popular porn Maurice Stans
film at the time, the source encouraged Woodward and Fred Thompson
Bernstein to "follow the money" and confirmed or denied ) Deep Throat?
reports from other sources.

Woodward has kept his 1972 promise to protect his,
source’s identity because he says Deep Throat wishes to
remain anonymous. But some bitsof information have,
been disclosed over the years, providing fodderfor
Watergate addicts.                       ¯ ’

Woodward noted that Deep Throat was a smoker and that
he drank Scotch. "Aware of his own weaknesses, he

0i~n~er~io~ XPS

http ://www. w ashingtonpost.com/wp-srv/onpolitics/watergate/deepthroat.html ~ 3/16/2005
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readily conceded his flaws," the reporters wrote. "He was,
incongruously, an incurable gossip, careful to label rumor
for what it was, but fascinated by it .... He could be rowdy,
drink too much, overreach. He was not good at concealing
his feelings, hardly ideal for a man in his position."

The FBI Theory

Woodward and Bernstein’s Watergate coverageseemed
to parallel the FBI’s own investigation, leading some within
the bureau to suspect that Deep Throat was an FBI
official. In an article published in the May 1992 issue of the
Atlantic Monthly, former Washington Post reporter James
Mann said he remembered Woodward talking about a
"friend at the FBI." Mann pointed out that FBI investigators
not only worked with Justice Department prosecutors but
had access to information from the White House and the
Committee for the Re-election of the President (CRP).

A possible FBI motive, according to Mann, was the desire
of the bureau to protect itself from criticism and stave off
White House interference. Exposing the White House’s
cover-up efforts would have accomplished both goals.

One oft-mentioned possibility is L. Patrick Gray,
appointed by President Nixon to be acting director of the
FBI in 1972 upon J. Edgar Hoover’s death. Barely a month
into Gray’s tenure at the bureau, the Watergate burglars
were arrested. A documentary entitled "Watergate: The
Secret Story," co-produced in 1992 by CBS News and The
Washington Post, calls Gray the prime suspect, saying
that he not only fits Woodward and Bemstein’s Deep.
Throat description, but also was the only one of the
possible suspects who could have met with Woodward On
the pertinent dates.

In his article, Mann said three FBI officials confronted Gray
and protested what they saw as the White House’s
interference with the bureau’s Watergate probe. They
were W. Mark Felt, FBI deputy associate director. (and
known by reporters as someone willing to take thei[ calls);
Charles W. Bates, the assistant director in charge of the
FBI’s general investigative division; and Robert Kunkel,
the special agent in charge of the Washington, D.C., field
office. Mann identified all three as Deep Throat suspects.

The CIA Theory

Some Deep Throat theorists have guessed that Deep
Throat was an FBI or White House official, but it.is     .
possible that a CIA official would have had access to the
same information. In his 1994 book, "Wedge: The Secret
War Between the FBI and the CIA," author Mark Riebling
suggests two prime suspects from the agency’s ranks.

Cord Meyer
Meyer joined the CIA in 1951 at the behest of Allen Dulles,
director of central intelligence. At the CIA, Meyer adopted
a strident anti-Soviet stance and became a top aide to

http://www.washingtonpost.corn/wp-srv/onpolitics/watergate/deepthroat.html 3/16/2005
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Richard Helms, director of central intelligence under
presidents Johnson and Nixon. Helms was fired from his
post in 1973 after he refused to help Nixon use the CIA to
stall the FBI’s Watergate probe.

According to Riebling, Meyer fits the Deep Throat profile
that Bob Woodward has sketched: intellectual, combat
veteran, heavy drinker and chain smoker. Like Woodward,
Meyer attended Yale. He described his experiences in a
1983 book, "Facing Reality: From World Federalism to the
CIA."

William E. Colby
Remembered as one of the last great "gentleman spies,"
Colby served as CIA director from 1973 to 1976.

Riebling counts Colby as a Deep Throat possibility
because one of his given roles while working for Helms at
the CIA was to protect the agency’s image and thus to
prevent it from being tarnished by the Nixon
administration’s troubles.

In April 1996 Colby disappeared while canoeing on the
Potomac River. He was missing for nine days before his
body was found in a tributary. An autopsy revealed that
Colby, age 76, had possibly suffered a stroke or heart
attack before falling into the water and drowning.

The prospects that William E. Colby was Deep Throat dim
considerably in light of Woodward’s assertion that he
would reveal Deep Throat’s identity upon his death;

The White House Theory

Woodward’s secret source had access to such extensive
inside information about the Nixon administration that
many concluded Deep Throat must have been one of the
president’s men. Names including White House counsel
John W. Dean III and adviser Leonard Garment have been
vetted as possibilities over the years. However,
speculation that Deep Throat was a White House source
has focused primarily on two men who left the
administration without being heavily tarnished by the
scandal.

Alexander Haig ....
Former Nixon chief of staff Alexandei Haig is .one of the
most frequently mentioned suspects in the Deep Throat
guessing game. An aide to Gen. Douglas MacArthur
during the Korean War, Haig served as an aide to
Secretary of the Army Cyrus Vance during the Kennedy
administration and as a member of the Pentagon staff
during the Vietnam War. He joined the Nixon
administration as a military aide to Henry Kissinger, then
Nixon’s national security adviser.

Haig took over as White House chief of staff after H.R.
Haldeman resigned in April 1973. In his 1992 memoir,

http://www.washingtonpost.corn/wp-srv/onpolitics/watergate/deepthroat.html 3/16/2005
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"Inner Circles: How America Changed the World," Haig
vehemently denies the speculation that he is Woodward’s
deep background source. The notion of Haig as Deep
Throat was made popular in a 1991 account of the
Watergate scandal entitled "Silent Coup: The Removal of
a President." The book’s authors, Len Colodny and Robert
Gettlin, contended that, while Bob Woodward was a
communications officer in the Navy in 1969 and 1970, he
had the opportunity to brief then-Brigadier General Haig, a
member of the National Security Council.

Haig served as secretary of state during President
Reagan’s first term, and managed to avoid much of the
fallout from the Iran-Contra scandal. In 1988, he mounted
an unsuccessful bid for the Republican presidential
nomination.

Henry Kissinger
Henry Kissinger is an oft-cited Deep Throat suspect, if for
little reason other than his proximity to the president and
his fondness for media appearances. As Nixon’s national
security adviser during his first term and secretary of state
in his second, Kissinger rose to prominence for his role in
shaping American foreign policy.. He won the Nobel Peace
Prize in 1973.

Even after his tenure at the White House, Kissinger has
remained intimately involved in foreign affairs, advising
presidents and presidential candidates. He has also
served as a free-lance international policy adviser, working
with a mediation team in South Africa in 1994 to solve
conflicts arising from the country’s first post-apartheid
elections and testifying before Congress on foreign policy
matters. Kissinger writes a regular column for the Los
Angeles Times Syndicate and his consulting firm,
Kissinger Associates, has extensive business in China,
allowing him to capitalize on the connections he
established as a diplomat.
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Cronkite: News industry ’vastly different’

’We’re not entertainers. We’re journalists’

(CNN) -- Twenty-four years after taking over the job from Walter Cronkite, Dan Rather will anchor
his final "CBS Evening News" broadcast on Wednesday.

Rather’s departure comes in the wake of a controversial "60 Minutes Wednesday" segment on President Bush’s National
Guard service that aired in September 2004.

CNN anchor Woif Blitzer spoke with Cronkite on Monday about his successor and the state of the industry.

BLITZER: What goes through your mind during this turnover at CBS News?

CRONKITE: Well, it’s a rare occasion, of course. There have only been the two of us who were anchor people at CBS
News for the evening news and for all of the important broadcasts of the period. It’s too bad to see Dan go. He’s done a
great job, I think. And he’s very popular in the CBS group and I think among the public.

BLITZER: Well, he’s leaving under a cloud, as you well know, the circumstances surrounding that "60 Minutes" report. It’s
unfortunate for him, given his career. But, looking back, there were lots of sloppy mistakes that were made.

CRONKITE: Well, you’re speaking of this particular episode, of course.

And that was most unfortunate. He hung on too long [with the story due] to his faith in his staff. They had provided this
material. And he trusted them implicitly in all things and insisted that the information was correct for a whole week, when
evidence was beginning to pile up that it wasn’t.

BLITZER: Should he not have been more hands-on in preparing this report, rather than simply relying on his staff?

CRONKITE: Well, certainly, looking back at it, that is the case.

But we’re awfully busy on those anchor desks. And it’s perfectly possible, in a thing of this kind, which takes a lot of
research and pulling together, to accept what your producers provide for you. And that’s what he did without any question.

BLITZER: But going into a story like this in the middle of a bitterly fought campaign, accusing a sitting president of the
United States, in effect, of lying many years earlier, you would think that he would want to make sure that everything had
been authenticated perfectly.

CRONKITE: Well, we don’t know, of course, what conversations went on between Dan and his producers. Whatever the
conversation was, he accepted, obviously, their version of the story.

I think he did make a mistake. We all know he made a mistake by now. But would we have done much the same? I just -- I
would not be sure that I wouldn’t have followed my producers and accepted what they had to offer.

http~//cnn~entertainment~printthis.c~ickabi~ity~c~m/pt/cpt?acti~n=cpt&tit~e=CNN.c~m+-+Cr.~~ 3/8/2005
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BLITZER: He told David Letterman in an interview a couple days ago, he said this: "We were not able to authenticate the
documents as thoroughly as I think we should have. Given a little more time, perhaps we could have." He’s still laying out
the possibility that those documents were real, as opposed to forgeries.

CRONKITE." Well, of course, we don’t have any evidence of that. That turned out to be more his hope, as he got deeper
into the story, than the actuality would have indicated.

BLITZER: You were quoted in a recent issue of The New Yorker magazine by Ken Auletta as saying this, comparing Dan
Rather to Tom Brokaw and Peter Jennings. You said, "Dan was playing a role of newsman, that he was conscious of this,
whereas the other two appeared to be more the third-party reporter."

What did you mean by that?

CRONKITE: Well, I think that there was a general feeling among quite a lot of us around the CBS shop and, indeed, some
of the viewers, that Dan gave the impression of playing a role, more than simply trying to deliver the news to the audience.

I don’t know. It’s a personality question. I don’t think he was thinking of himself of playing the role, although I don’t know
that. But that is the impression that came across.

BLITZER: You mean when he used to go into a hurricane or he went into a combat zone ... was that what you are
referring to?

CRONKITE: Well, no. He was satisfying the ambitions of a reporter, which he is, and a good one, to be on the scene.
That’s what many of us would like to have done, would like to do. And we did, many of us, on occasion.

But he made more of a practice of that. The company apparently went along with his desires to be on the scene. And he
did a darn good job when he was there.

BLITZER: Bob Schieffer, as you know, is going to be the interim anchor of "The CBS Evening News," a good friend of all
of ours, an outstanding journalist. Who do you think should emerge as the next anchor, the main anchor of CBS, after Bob
Schieffer’s interim period?

CRONKITE: Well, I think it’s going to be hard to find anybody who is going to be as much liked and appreciated and does
such a job as Bob Schieffer. I think he’s one of the great television journalists of our time. And he was a good journalist
when he came to television from Fort Worth [Texas].

He is, to my mind, the man who, quite frankly -- although Dan did a fine job -- would like to have seen him there a long
time ago. He would have given the others a real run for their money.

BLITZER: Better than Dan Rather would have done? Because he was perennially in third place in the ratings behind Tom
Brokaw and Peter Jennings.

CRONKITE: Well, that’s certainly true. And it’s quite a tribute to him that he -- that CBS held on to him so long under those
circumstances. It surprised quite a few people at CBS and elsewhere that, without being able to pull up the ratings beyond
third in a three-man field, that they tolerated his being there for so long.

BLITZER: So, you would have been happier if Bob Schieffer would have replaced Dan Rather a while ago?

CRONKITE." I would have thought so, certainly -- if not Bob, someone else.

BLITZER: Well, what about after Bob Schieffer? Is there anybody inside CBS News right now that you think has the
caliber, the experience, the style that could emerge as the chief anchor for CBS News?

CRONKITE: I think there are several, but I wouldn’t like to go into that right now. It would be a mistake, I think, to try to
single them out in public.

They’re going to find it’s going to be tough not to follow Dan so much as to follow Schieffer. He’s not going to be there very
long. I’m not sure he wants to be there. I’m not sure that daily journalism is what he wants at this time. He’s got that
wonderful "Face the Nation" broadcast on Sundays, which ranks right up alongside of all of the talk shows from
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Washington. He does a superb job with that.

BLITZER: Do you sense right now that being the anchor of a major broadcast network is the same as it was when you
were the chief anchor at CBS News? In other words, has the situation changed now given the Internet, cable news, all the
various ways that people are getting their information?

CRONKITE: Yes, Wolf. It’s turned -- it’s over on its head. It is vastly different.

When I was there, we -- the three traditional networks, NBC, ABC and CBS -- we shared 100 percent, practically, of the
audience. There were just maybe 98 percent or 99 percent of the audience, we had every night. That other half a
percentage or 1 percent were the few independent stations in the country. We had no other competition.

Today, of course, we’ve got all of these other channels that are competing. And, actually, the traditional networks are
sharing down around 50 percent of the audience, which is still remarkably high, considering all of the excellent competition
they have with such networks as yours.

BLITZER: One final question for you, Walter Cronkite. And our viewers will be listening very carefully to this one. When
you want to get the news on television, where do you go?

CRONKITE: Well, I know what you want me to say: I watch Wolf Blitzer and CNN -- which I do.

BLITZER: That’s the correct answer, Walter Cronkite.

CRONKITE: Yes. I thought you might like that one. I think I’ve rather assured being invited back.

BLITZER: Very kind of you to say that.

CRONKITE: It’s meaningful. I do watch you regularly.

BLITZER: Well, that’s very nice of you to say. But I wasn’t -- actually, I wasn’t really trying to get to you say that. I really
was interested. Where does Walter Cronkite go when he wants to get the news?

CRONKITE: Well, I go to my newspapers first. They’re more complete than broadcast [news] today. The misfortune with
broadcasting today is that all -- even including your network, which is dedicated to the news -- do not take enough time to
give us all of the facts and the background ....

I wish that my network of CBS and the other two, I wish they would spend more time with their magazine programs giving
us documentaries to back the news and interpret the news for us, or broadcast time in the half-hour evening news report
programs. As we all know, with the commercial time taken out ... we’ve got 17 or 18 minutes.

We’ve got one of the most complicated nations in the world, particularly today. We’ve got a complicated world in which we
presume to be leaders. And my gracious, we’re trying to cover all the important news in those two great bailiwicks in 17 or
18 minutes. It’s madness. And we simply can’t do it.

And, of course, meanwhile, you’ve got your 24-hour news on yours and other networks, with your talk shows added in.
You’re doing quite a job in competition.

BLITZER: What would you do if you had your way? What would you advise all the broadcast news organizations to do
right now?

CRONKITE: Give news a little more time and don’t request that they also, in their news time, entertain. We’re not
entertainers. We’re journalists. And we need more time to do our job well.

Find this article at:
http:l/www.cnn.com/2OO51SHOWBIZll-VlO31OTIcnna.cronkitelindex.html
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Doctor Joan Hoff Challenges Woodward To Videotape
"Deep Throat"

By Len Colodny

At the symposium reported on below, but not contained in this
article Dr Joan Hoff
challenged Bob Woodward to videotape "Deep Throat", in a
tape to be made public
after his death. The audience gasped as Dr Hoff went on to say
there was no reason for the public to rely on a Bradley written
obituary, or a Woodward article or book, when we could hear
the who, what and why directly from the man himself. Her
fellow panelists expressed support for the idea, including Carl
Bernstein. The lone dissenter was of course Bob Woodward,
visibly shaken he rejected the idea and mumbled something
about having other evidence to support his post death claims.

With in twenty four hours of this exchange John Dean claimed
to know from a secret
source that "Deep Throat" was ill, and that he knew of the
Bradley written obituary. The time for all this game playing to
end. A Presidential resignation is a very serious event in the
history of our country. There is no reason why we can not hear
directly from the person most responsible, and not filtered
through the words of Mr Woodward. Words in articles and
books written by Mr Woodward for which he will be paid. The
taping would also have the benefit of taking all the other
speculated candidates off the list and limit the damage to those
other individual’s. It would assure the American people finally,
exactly who this person is and end forever this very silly debate
on this very important subject. It should also be pointed out
that Woodward is quite skilled at getting interviews with
individual’s in near death condition,i.e. Bill Casey. So this one
should be a piece of cake.

A campaign (by e-mail and in the media) to get this done
should be started at once and Mr Woodward should be
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pressured in to doing the right thing for the history of the
Country and the future of all Americans. Bob do the right
thing.
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Watergate legacy is topic of UT
symposium

Talk marks opening of archive at Ransom
Center.

By Andy Alford

AMERICAN-STATESMAN STAFF

Saturday, February 05, 2005

The Watergate symposium held Friday at the University of
Texas gathered some of arguably the greatest journalists of our
time and some of the most knowledgeable scholars in the field
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to answer one question:

What is the legacy of Watergate?

According to Richard Reeves, former chief political
correspondent for The New York Times, the scandal that
forced President Nixon from office was brought about by the
"a chaos of lies" that Nixon created at the White House.

"We all, it seems, have our own (perspective of) Richard
Nixon," said Reeves, adding that the former president was an
introvert who "assumed the worst about people and so often
brought out the worst in people."

In June 1972, five men wearing surgical gloves and carrying
funds linked to the presidential campaign were arrested for
breaking into the offices of the Democratic National
Committee headquarters at the Watergate Hotel in
Washington.

An investigation by Washington Post reporters Bob
Woodward and Carl Bernstein revealed a connection between
criminal efforts to sabotage the Democratic presidential
campaign and the Nixon re-election committee.

As a result of the scandal, high-ranking Nixon aides went to
jail, and Nixon resigned in disgrace rather than face an
impeachment trial. His work on protecting the environment,
on ending the draft, on improving relations with China, was all
but forgotten.

"Nixon is the godfather of current politics," said Stanley
Kutler, a professor of law at the University of Wisconsin and
the author of several books on American constitutional and
legal history. With his election, Nixon turned the solidly
Democratic South to solidly Republican, Kutler said. "What
we now know as red states were Nixon states."

Joan Hoff, a professor of history and philosophy at Montana
State University, said Watergate "killed Republican centrism,"
opening the door to the neo-conservative movement.

Nixon institutionalized the permanent campaign, according to
the scholars. He was the first president to manage information
given to the media using an office of communications. He
sought to be free of the Constitution’s built-in system of checks
and balances, and he failed, they said.

But the move to impeach the nation’s 37th president was
politically motivated, said John Taylor, who served as Nixon’s
chief of staff from 1984 to 1990 and is the executive director of
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the Nixon Library and Birthplace Foundation in Yorba Linda,
Calif. "Nixon was not uniquely despicable in American
politics," Taylor said ...... ~

The symposium, sponsored by the Littlefield Society of major
UT donors and held at UT’s Hogg Auditorium, celebrated the
public opening of the Watergate archive at the Ransom Center
at 21st and Guadalupe streets. The archive contains the story
drafts, notes and tape recordings gathered by Woodward, now
an assistant managing editor at the Post, and Bernstein, whose
book on Sen. Hillary Clinton, D-N.Y., comes out this year.

The Watergate archives show an example of journalism
without a political agenda, Woodward said. "We were just
trying to find out what happened."

More than 30 years later, Watergate still raises questions, still
fascinates. But Kutler predicted that in years to come, the
Watergate scandal and Nixon’s resignation will be reduced to a
few lines in future textbooks.

"Our history is much more than our presidents," Kutler said.
"Our history is our people living, loving, fighting, praying,
dying .... That is our history."

Find this article at:
http://www.statesman.com/metrostate/content/metro/02/5WATERGATE.html
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WATERGATE SPECIAL PROSECUTION FORCE

Memorandum

Reproduced at the National Archives

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

TO    : Philip Lacovara DATE: Sept. 13, 1974

FROM : Leon Jaworski

SUBJECT:

The Foreman of the Watergate Grand Jury--and
others--according to news reports have spoken out
on the Nixon pardon in somewhat vehement terms.
In view of this, the question arises as to whether
the Grand Jurors guilty of such conduct have
disqualified themselves from further service. Can
we afford to ignore this?

Should consideration be given (a) to the
replacement of the Grand Jurors involved, or (b)
to a discharge of the Grand Jury, or (c) should
nothing be done.

cc:
Mr. Ruth
Mr. Neal
Mr. Ben-Veniste
Mr. Kreindler
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WATERGATE SPECIAL PROSECUTION FORCE

Memorandum
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

To    :     James F. Neal

FROM
George T. Frampto~

DATE: September 19, 1974

GTF : s fk

SUBJECT:     Courtrqom A[rangementS for Trial.

I met this afternoon with Dennis Bracy, who is Judge
Sirica’s designated GSA representative in charge of preparing
the courtroom for trial; James Davey, Clerk of the District
Court; Jim Doyle and John Barker; Bob Halvorson; and several
technicians from GSA.

Some of what we discussed raised issues that should be
taken up with the Judge at next Tuesday’s pre-trial conference.

During the trial, Bracy will allocate 60-65 seats for
the press, 12 for defendants, 5 for our office, 5 for the
Judge, and only 10-15 for the public. Inside the bar, one
bench will be for members of the loca! bar, and other side for
associates of defense counsel.

Press will not be permitted inside the bar even at recesses.
We will provide the Judge’s courtroom clerk with two extra
copies of legal memoranda we file, important Government exhibits,
and tape transcripts. One of these will be given by the clerk
at the next recess to a designated press representative; the
other will be held by the Clerk of the District Court for copy-
ing in the event of other requests from the public for copies.
Thus we need not provide a large number of copies of tape
transcripts for the press and public.

The press also wants copies of the tapes that are played
for the jury. Bracy approached the Judge about this; the
Judge was noncommital but did not want his staff involved.
Halvorson can make a copy of whatever is played for the jury
as it is played, and give it to the Judge’s courtroom clerk
for later transmission to a media pool representative. Do

~ we want to suggest this to the Court? This should be ~ro.u~t
~p at the pr’~-trial ~.’0nferen6’~ on’"T~esday.
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Halvorson, together with several GSA people, will install
the wiring and listening stations for tapes in the courtroom

~ on the weekend of October 12 and 13--is this too late? A
second question that should be raised with the Court at the
pre-trial conference is who will pay for installation: us
or the Court?

A third issue for the conference: if earphones (and
listening stations) are removed from the courtroom for certain
intervals, they can be stored at the Courthouse, according to
Jim Davey. But who will be in charge of this security? The
Court or GSA or the prosecution?

We should consult Schrader Sound about renting a videotape
cassette machine with a four-by-six foot screen for use at
trial, according to the GSA technicians.

A final note for Tuesday. I learned informally from Jim
Davey that the Judge intends genera! voir dire questioning
to be conducted in the ceremonial courtroom and individual
questioning in his own courtroom. A "pool" of possibly some
120 jurors will then be assembled before individua! question-
ing (?). When a potential juror passes individua! questioning,
however, he will not be sequestered. We want to be sure to
get straight on the procedures on Tuesday.


	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	

